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Alcohol offenses
rise 135 percent

New royalty
coronated at
Homecoming
By J. Astra Brinkmann
Production Assistant
The University of Maine's
2006 Homecoming king and
queen titles were awarded to
third-year student Matthew
Bennett and fourth-year student
Joan Malcolm.
According
to
Gustavo
Burkett, adviser to the Senior
Class Council, which planned
the event, a "general notice went
out to the entire campus letting
people know that nominations
for homecoming royalty were
open." Voters were asked to send
nominations for queen to the
All Maine Women and king to
the Senior Skulls by Oct. 2. Both
groups chose ten suitable candidates based on the criteria of
"UMaine spirit, campus involvement, achievements in terms of
campus involvement, and nomination letter."
Malcolm, a biological engineering major, is president of
Chi Omega and the Senior Class
Council. An hour after receiving
her cape and crown, she said that
she was "still in shock" about
her place on the court. "It was so
surreal. I was up against some
amazing competition," she said.
Six of her competitors were fellow All Maine Women. "I just
didn't think that it was going to

Police step up efforts against drinking
By Tony Reaves
News Editor

COURTESY OF GUSTAVO BURKETT

ROYAL OCCASION — Matthew Bennett and Joan
Malcom were crowned homecoming king and queen
before the football game on Saturday.

A

be me," Malcolm said.
Malcolm attributes her title to
her strong connection with the
campus and encourages other
homecoming queen hopefuls to
stay active within their commu-

nities. Due to her social and educational interactions, she said, "I
feel like I know lots of people.
UMaine's a very friendly place,
See ROYALTY on Page 4

This year, March has increased
the number of foot patrols around
campus rather than officers drivDrinking on campus has grown ing. The patrols are taking officers
riskier this year, as a Public Safety through dormitories more often
crackdown on alcohol offenses has and bringing them closer to stuled to a far greater number of dents. "We view alcohol enforcement as being preventative and
charges.
According to University of proactive, as one aspect of problem-solving here for
Maine
Public
Safety
records, Alcohol offenses: our community,"
March said.
there were 40 genAccording
to
eral alcohol offensMarch, the campus
Fall 05: 17
es in the first six
has shown signifiweeks of school
Fall 06: 40
cant need for an
this fall, compared
anti-alcohol camto 17 in the first six
weeks of school last Based on records from paign. He recalled a
Sept. 1 to Oct. 17,
weekend,before fall
fall, an increase of
2005 and Sept. 1 to
break when three
135 percent. Illegal
ambulances from
Oct. 16, 2006
possession of alcoCutler. Orono and
hol by minors also
Old Town had to
jumped 13 percent and intoxicadeal with simultaneous cases of
tion incidents increased as well.
UM Public Safety Chief Noel alcohol poisoning at residence
March said the new focus on alco- halls across campus. In the course
hol was a response to a high num- of the night there were two more
ber of what he calls "alcohol-relat- alcohol poisoning cases, bringing
ed offenses" like drunk driving, the number of students rushed to
fights and dorm vandalism. "The Eastern Maine Medical Center to
fuel in the tank of each of those is five.
excessive, irresponsible use of
See ALCOHOL on Page 7
alcohol," March said.

A Crafty Affair

Greens gearing up for election
UM party promotes universal health care
By Brian Sylvester
Assistant News Editor
The UMaine Greens haven't
been left out of the party this election year. The small group recently
reformed after a brief hiatus and is
campaigning hard for gubernatorial candidate Pat LaMarche,singlepayer health care, and cautioning
voters against the Taxpayer Bill of
Rights. Other candidates in the
Green Party this year include
Maine House of Representatives
incumbent John Eder, who is the
highest ranked elected Green Party
member in the country, and Ben
Meikeljohn, who is running for reelection to the Portland School
Committee.
A big goal for the Greens this
year, as always, is to promote voter
participation. "We will definitely
help with Get Out The Vote efforts
on election day," Nathan Shea, a
UMaine Green Party member and
co-chair hopeful of the group said.
He and others are looking to be
formally named as chairs when inparty elections are held. "Getting
out to vote is very important,"
Shea added.

LaMarche promises
changes for Maine

"We are mostly focused on getting the word out about Pat
LaMarche, the Green Independent
gubernatorial candidate," Shea
said. LaMarche, known for her run
for vice president in 2004, is the
author of the recent book "Left
Out in America," which details her
trip cross-country and chronicles
the conditions of homeless shelters
she stayed at along the way. "She
is not a career politician," Shea
said."[She]can relate to most people on a level that the two parties
sometimes can't."
The group is concentrating a lot
of their energy on campaigning for
LaMarche. "We will be tabling a
lot next week in preparation for
her lecture on Monday, Oct. 30 in
DPC 100, starting at 7 p.m." Shea
said.
LaMarche's proposed singlepayer health care system is one of
her strongest platforms. "It's interesting that the polls show that a
majority of people in Maine support single-payer healthcare,"
Shea said,"yet people are hesitant
to support LaMarche and her plan.

Elections
will
that
decide
the
direction of
the country
are just a few
weeks away.
Voters must
LaMarche
decide what
stances
our
state will support on issues
from voter initiatives like the
highly-publicized
Tax.payer
Bill of Rights, to who will run
our state's legislature and governorship. Running against
Democrat and incumbent governor John Baldacci is Green
candidate Pat LaMarche, a former international journalist
and broadcaster.
On April 14 of 2006,
LaMarche was officially considered part of the race for the
Blaine House. She acquired the

See GREENS on Page 4

See LAMARCHE on Page 6

Seamus McGrath
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO

CRAFTED MITTENS — Robbie Worcester (right), who was
in town to watch her daughter's field hockey game, tries on
mittens with Brooke Worcester and Brittinie Young at the
Homecoming Craft Fair.
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WORDoFMOUTH International Week kicks off
By Amanda Maccabe
For The Maine Campus

"What did you do to celebrate
Homecoming weekend?"

"Homecoming weekend?
What?"

Errol Millios
Mathematics

"I didn't
really do anything."

"I watched the football
game on TV."

Casie Popaski
Music Education

"All I did was work."

The University of Maine has
launched nearly two weeks of
events to celebrate international
culture on campus, highlighted
by the 25th anniversary of
Culturefest.
International Week, which
began Sunday and continues
through Nov. 3, is an annual celebration that highlights the
importance of international students and staff in the Maine community. The series of events
"brings more internationalism to
campus," said Karen Boucias,
director of the International
Programs Office.
Boucias
noted
that
International Week is the longest
international culture observance
at UMaine in the past five years
and includes 25 activities, lectures, language tables and sporting events.
The highlight of the weeklong series of activities is
Culturefest, a day of cultural
exhibits, an international food
court and a talent and style show.
Culturefest is slated for Saturday,
Oct. 28 from 10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
in the Field House of Memorial
Gym.
The other cultural celebration
will be Dia de Los Muertos, or
the Day of the Dead, a Mexican
holiday
honoring
departed
friends, family and ancestors. It
will be held from 10 a.m. - noon

THE
Peter Patenaude
Undecided

Candidate Debate
There will be a debate
between U.S. Senate candidates
Jean Hay Bright and Bill Slavick,
sponsored by UMaine Forensics,
held at 7:30 p.m. in the Devino
Auditorium, DPC.
Tuesday

Tim Brown
Business

"I had no idea it was this
weekend."

Stephanie Johnson
Nutrition

An eye doctor
can see things
you can't.

LAU
COMA
HYPER

One in three adults over 40 has a vision
problem — and many don't even know
it. That's because many vision problems
have no warning signs. An rye doctor
call identify Sef/Oilli vision and health
conditions before you can. For the
latest information on vision health,
visit checkyearly.com. A public
service message from the Vision
Council of Antaka and AARP.

TENSION

Mortgage Seminar
The University Credit Union
will offer a seminar on reverse
mortgages from noon to 1 p.m.
and again from 6 p.m. to 7:30
p.m. at Memorial Union. Call Kim
Saucier at 581-1457 to register.
War Talk
UMaine alumni Janine di
Giovanni, award-winning author
and journalist, will be speaking in
the Bangor Room at 7 p.m. The
title of her talk is "Other than
Collateral Damage: The Effects
of War on Women and Children."
Iraq Teach-In
UMaine historians and others
will hold a 'teach-in' on the Iraq
war and the elections, at 7 p.m.
in 101 Neville Hall. Five professors, a UMaine student, and a
political activist will all be speaking.

lAICTCS

Ca/
Chock Yearly
Soo Clew*

The
Alice
R. Stewart
Canadian Studies Graduate
Lecture Series, focusing on
Canada and its close relationship
with Maine, will be held in the
Coe Room in Memorial Union on
Nov. 1 from 12:15 p.m. - 1:15
p.m.
The third lecture will cover
what elementary school teachers
need to know about teaching
Native American studies to their
students.
The
lecture,
"Addressing Pitfalls, Fallacies
and Roadblocks in the Education
of and About First Nations," will
be given by Andrea Bear
Nicholas, a Maliseet historian
and chair of Native Studies at St.
Thomas University, Fredericton,
New Brunswick. The event is
scheduled for Nov. 2 from 3 p.m.
- 6 p.m. in the Bodwell Lounge of
the Maine Center for the Arts.
UMaine will also host two
Canadian basketball teams, the
University of New Brunswick's
women's team on Oct. 31 at 7:30
p.m. and the University of
Quebec Montreal's men's team
on Nov. 1 at 7:30 p.m., both in
the Alfond Arena.
Other events include the
Vienna Piano Trio performing in
Minksy Recital Hall on Oct. 29
at 3 p.m., and a presentation on
international adoption in the Coe
Room of Memorial Union Nov. 2
at 5:30 p.m. A comprehensive list
of events can be obtained at the
International Programs Office in
Winslow Hall.

COMMUNITY
AMPUS CALENDAR

Jenna Veinote
Business

Monday

"When was homecoming
weekend?"

on Nov. 1 at the Hudson
Museum. Space is limited and
registration is required by calling
the museum at 581-1901.
The week will also bring a
Latin American speaker to campus. Venezuela native Georges
Kabache is giving a lecture entitled, "From the Fourth to the
Fifth Republic: Hugo Chavez's
Venezuela." This lecture is part of
the Socialist and Marxist lecture
series on Nov. 2 from 12:30 p.m.
- 1:45p.m.
The University of Maine's
annual Study Abroad Fair will
take
also
place
during
International Week on the ground
floor of Memorial Union from 11
a.m. - 2 p.m. on Nov. 1. Several
information booths will be set up,
and representatives will be available to speak about-studying and
working abroad.
This year, as in the past,
International Week coincides
with the university's celebration
of Canadian culture and history
known as Canada Week. The celebration of Canada Week
includes three lectures and several sporting events.
Among the Canadian-influenced
events scheduled is a lecture by Neil
LeBlanc, the Canadian consul general to New England. LeBlanc will
give a lecture discussing Canada's
current political environment,"The
Canada's
Face
New
of
Conservative Government" on Oct.
31 from noon -2 p.m.,in the Alfond
Arena Family Lounge.

Wednesday

AARIY
/no+

Indigenous Culture
Joline Blais will give a presen-

E

tation called "Three Sisters
Reclaim
Commons:
the
Indigenous Culture, Perma
Culture, and Digital Culture." The
talk will take place from 12:15
p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Bangor
Lounge.
Courtroom Talk
Jessica Ossinger, a candidate
for a master's degree in communication, will present "Electronic
Access
to
Courtrooms:
Television as an Educational
Socializing Agent on the
Judiciary" at 2 p.m. in Dunn Hall.
Award Ceremony
The 21st Annual Maryann
Hartman Awards to Maine
Women of Achievement will
honor Mary Cathcart, Lee
Sharkey and Sarah Hudson.
The event will begin at 5 p.m. at
Buchanan Alumni House.

Employee Assistance Program
Lunch and Learn series. The
presentation will take place at
12:10 p.m. in the Coe Room,
Memorial Union.
Marxist Lecture Series
Shenna Bellows, executive
director of the Maine Civil
Liberties Union, will be talking
about
"Disappearing
Civil
Liberties: Abuse of Power Post
9/11" as part of the Socialist and
Marxist Studies Series. The talk
will take place at 12:30 p.m. in
the Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.
Candidate Debate
A debate between state representative candidates Emily
Cain and Lance Cowan will take
place at 7:30 p.m. in the Bangor
Room, Memorial Union. The
debate
is sponsored
by
UMaine/UVote.

Thursday
Flu Clinic
There will be a seasonal
influenza clinic, sponsored by
the Bangor Region Influenza
Coalition, held at the Bangor
Civic Center from 7 a.m. to 11
a.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Cost is
$25 - $35.
Lunch and Learn Series
Psychologist Sandra Sigmon
will present "Lighten up 101:
Winter Blues and Seasonal
Depression" as part of the

Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free and can be sent on
FirstClass to Brian Sylvester or
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important
information about your event.
Deadlines for submissions are
9 a.m. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday
for Thursday publication.
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U.S. Cellular'gets me...
so I can get through
law school.

Take our best network challenge.
test our products, experience our
customer service and make sure
they are right for you.

• FREE CALL ME Minutes"
• FREE Incoming Text Messages
• Unlimited Night and Weekend
Minutes (starting at 7 p.m.)
• iDatebook (Life, organized)
• Fox Sports Mobile Pro
(Your sports lifeline!)

Free CALL ME Minutes"

U.S.
Cellular
We connect with

you.

text Messaging:

Unlimited Night and Weekend Minutes
3G-Day Guarantee
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UM's community approach to policing Black Student Union
By Vanessa Cutter
For the Maine Campus
On any given day, the
University of Maine could have
upward of 20,000 people on
campus — students, employees,
alumni and visitors—making it
more like the "city of UMaine,"
according to Chief Noel March,
director of UMaine Public
Safety. With such high volume,
one might expect chaos and
crime.
Or, one could expect a composed, smoothly operating system, according to March, who
came to campus in early 2002
with many credentials and one
objective: to strengthen the
public safety department by
incorporating a community
policing philosophy. He has
utilized his expertise and made
an impact on Public Safety outreach and involvement with
community members.
Community policing stresses
that officers are educators first
and law enforcers second.
Crime prevention and local
problem-solving are the foundation of this method.
The community policing
model encourages students and
officials to become familiar
with one another on a more
approachable, personal basis,
said March. The idea promotes
everyone working together to
address and reduce problems.
With increased trust between
students and officers, a comfort
zone is created, reducing the
common barrier between law

GREENS
From Page 1
It may be because they think she is
'taking votes away' from
Baldacci." Many liberal voters, he
theorized, try to vote within the
two-party system for fear that voting for a third party will end up
giving the conservative candidates
an edge. But, Shea said, the opposite may be true. "A lot more
republicans are planning on voting
for LaMarche than democrats," he
said.
The Taxpayer Bill of Rights has
also been a big issue this year, with
the population divided on whether
or not it is the correct way to
address Maine's high tax burdens.
Stressing that he couldn't speak
for all the members of the UMaine
Greens, Shea said of TABOR that
"the general feeling is that it will
not solve our tax problems. In fact,
it might make it worse because

ROYALTY
From Page 1
and it's easy to meet people."
Bennett, a nursing major, is an
active member of Residents On
Campus and Alternative Spring

ignated driver], take the late
enforcement and citizens.
March challenges his law night local, call a taxi," March
enforcement team to guide stu- said. "There are more taxis
dents in becoming an active between Orono and Old Town
part of their community. The than there are police cars."
This year, Public Safety has
university is a perfect setting
for these strategies to be put decided to take community
into place, March said. Officers policing to the next level by
teach public safety knowledge teaming officers with resident
and students are urged to put directors, resident assistants
these aspects into practice, and area coordinators. On camimproving the campus one step pus, there are four geographical
at a time.
areas in which March assigns
"Community-oriented polic- officers. He calls it "giving
ing helps in humanizing the deeds," with officers designatofficers through working in ed to protect certain buildings
partnership with students," said and residence halls. The project
Public Safety Sgt. Deborah is another way for students to
Mitchell, who has been with the bond with the officers who, in
unit for 22 years.
turn, get to know "the neighThe main issues Public borhood," as March calls it.
Safety deals with are alcohol
The 660-acre university is so
abuse, underage drinking, dorm densely populated, it even has
damage and theft by students its own zip code. With students
and visitors. March says that representing 48 states and 76
many problems such as assault, countries, Public Safety feels
vandalism and traffic accidents there needs to be a united effort
stem from the "irresponsible in controlling the flow of crime
through one mindset.
use of alcohol."
However, the department
According to the UMaine
Public Safety Law Incident can't be the only component
Comparison, alcohol offenses contributing to crime prevenare up drastically from last tion. Students are a vital factor
year. In 2005, 75 people were in community policing. They
arrested and charged with have the ability to make camdrunk driving on campus. pus life better by remembering
March plans to decrease this simple safety tips.
Public Safety encourages
number by implementing more
frequent roadblocks at campus students to be aware of their
entrances. This year, the check- surroundings and be cautious of
points have been enforced strangers. Lock doors. Travel in
every weekend.
groups and watch out for each
"This campus is too dark. other. Most importantly, be
There are too many pedestrians responsible when consuming
and too many cars. Get a [des- alcohol.
studies show that municipalities
had to raise taxes if they didn't get
any extra money from the state."
"In Colorado, they recently
voted to suspend TABOR because
it was strangling state spending on
basics like education, where
Colorado was recently ranked 49th
in education funding," he added.
Despite the perceived liberal
slant of the UMaine campus, the
UMaine
Greens remains
a small organization.
"It seems
either people
are not interested in partisan
politics in general or are more
Shea
interested in the
major two parties," Shea said.
Many of Maine's registered independents prefer not to be affiliated
with a party. Shea and others are
working to raise awareness of the
Green Party's presence on campus.

"I hope to give people the message
that we are a serious alternative
and that they should not be sucked
into the two-party mentality," Shea
said.
Win or lose on election day, the
greens are already considering this
year's campaign a success.
"Whether we win or lose, we
always consider it a win because
when people vote for the Greens it
shows they are increasingly unsatisfied with the status quo and they
can see right through any false
pledges and monkey business of
the other candidates," Shea said.
The UMaine Greens have been
around since 1994, when two
interested students put the group
together. It was reformed in 2000,
centered around the campaign of
Ralph Nader, and at that time
enjoyed its highest membership
level of activity. Members are
currently planning and scheduling
annual events for the group to
help keep people interested and
increase membership.

Break. He mentioned that the
nomination alone made him feel
"honored to be a part of the tradition. There were so many other
guys [nominated] that I really
look up to. I was expecting someone else to win."
as
Bennett's
plans
Homecoming king involved

going out to dinner and "hitting
up Ushuaia." The king and queen
were also given $50 to spend on a
dinner date, which could be held
at their discretion. Bennett and
Malcolm, who did not know each
other prior to their nomination,
will be allowed to bring one guest
each.

expands membership
By J. Astra Brinkmann
Production Assistant
One of the Black Student
Union's newest recruits is
Caucasian student Elonnai Hickok.
She is one of 22 members that make
up BSU, whose membership count
just a few weeks ago was one.
Gimbala Sankare, president of
BSU, was the sole member and the
impetus for rejuvenating student
interest. A first-year student from
the Bronx, Sankare spent three of
his past summers at the Future
Teachers Academy, a program
offered at the University of Maine.
Over the years, Sankara became
acquainted with Jose L. Cordero 111,
Interim Director ofthe Multicultural
Programs at the ALANA Center. As
Sankare was considering extracurricular activities on the campus, it
came to his attention through
Cordero that BSU was losing its
members and fast, mostly due to
graduation.
"I could have joined the African
Student Association, but BSU wasn't growing,so I decided to take it,"
Sankare said.
Sankare's personality is matched
for his task."People think that I'm a
social butterfly," Sankare said of his
recruitment process. He and
Cordero pass out brochures to
prospective and current members
and encourage them to spread the
word.
Initially, Sankare's objective was
to recruit 12 new members,but after

emceeing at the Midnight Mosaic,
21 students had joined, six of them
Caucasian and several others
Latino.
When asked why he believes
interest in BSU was low, Sank=
said,"Everyone thinks that BSU is
just for black students, but that's a
misrepresentation." He cited the
commonly mistaken perception to
the `90s, when BSU was recognized
exclusively as an extension for
black UMaine football athletes to
express themselves.
"Our goal is to have African
American students, African students
and other cultures in BSU so we can
learn from each other," Sankare said.
Sankare also wishes to address
the false impression that BSU
would only be active during
February for Black History month.
"Almost everyone expects us to be
active [then]. Instead of waiting
until February, BSU plans to have
events scheduled for the whole
year."
One of Sankare's reasons to push
member recruitment is BSU's possible attendance of a conference to
inspire and improve organizational
skills. He also hopes that BSU will
co-sponsor activities like the Winter
Ball.
Sankare is grateful for Cordero's
assistance in the recruitment
process. "Jose's been a support for
me, a real trooper. We sit there for
hours planning activities. I don't
know what I'd do without him,"
Sankare said.
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Fiji delivers charity in tons
Fraternity drive collects more than 6,600 pounds of food
By Meghan Hayward
For The Maine Campus
Mounds of clothing and food tilled
Crossroads Ministries in Old Town Tuesday,
Oct. 17, thanks to the efforts of the
University of Maine chapter of Phi Gamma
Delta.
"People are really good about giving.
They get excited about having the opportunity to help out everyone," Michael Chicoine,
President of Phi Gamma Delta said.
The fraternity helped to feed and clothe
neighbors in need with its third annual food
and clothing drive. The members dropped
off empty shopping bags at homes in Orono
and Old Town with fliers explaining the
drive. The residents stuffed the bags with
clothes and food for the fraternity brothers to
pick up the next day.
This year, a new method helped increase
donations. When the brothers returned to the
homes the next day and there were no bags
on the doors, they knocked and spoke with
residents.
"A lot of people had their bags ready to
donate in their homes but did not want to put
the food out in the cold," Chicoine said. Phi
Gamma Delta distributed more than 2,000

Hannaford shopping bags in Orono and Old
Town. They are hoping to expand the project to include Veazie next year.
Gregory Andreasen organized this year's
drive. It took six full-size pickup trucks to
transport this year's collection of 6,600
pounds of donations. The fraternity exceeded their goal of 4,000 pounds and collected a
record amount of donations, more than doubling last year's total of 3,000 pounds.
The idea for the drive came from a member of the fraternity who had done it in Cub
Scouts. More than 25 members of Phi
Gamma Delta participated in the drive,
which took approximately 300-400 hours of
fraternity time.
Last year, the 3,000 pounds the fraternity collected, enabled them to feed the needy
of Old Town and Orono for three months.
Participants are hoping that the amount they
gathered this year will be able to feed people for five months or more.
The brothers sought non-perishable
goods; canned vegetables, soups, and pasta
were the most abundant. They also received
a fur coat and many gave donations of $10
and $20. Sam's Club also made a $25
donation. The fraternity itself matches a
pound of pasta for every 10 pounds of food.

COURTESY OF GREGORY ANDREASEN

THE GIVING TRUCK — Brothers of Phi Gamma Sigma collected clothes
on Oct. 17 to benefit Crossroads Ministries.
This year they matched 540 pounds.
"Any bit helps,just enough to allow people to get back on their feet," Michael
Rusinow, a member of the fraternity said.
Phi Gamma Delta has worked with
Brenda Davis of Crossroads Ministry for
time years.

The fraternity credits local generosity for
the success of the food and clothing drive.
This drive gave Phi Gamma Delta a lot of
news coverage: The fraternity was featured
on WABI TV 5 and WV!! ABC 7. Pictures
and stories about the drive will be posted on
the fraternity's national Web site.

UM history professors plan Tuesday teach-in about war in Iraq
By Amanda Maccabe
For The Maine Campus
Historians Against the War will
sponsor a teach-in about the war in
Iraq on Tuesday, Oct. 24, at 7 p.m.
in 101 Neville Hall. The purpose of
the teach-in, titled "The Iraq War
and the Elections," is to provide
people with the history of Iraq, and

educate people about the current
conflict and United States involvement in the Middle East and Iraq in
particular. "The goal is to provide
and
analysis,"
information
Alexander Grab, professor of history said.
The two-hour lecture will be
divided between a panel of seven
speakers and a question and

answer period will follw. Five of the Iraq war with Vietnam.
the speakers are professors:
The other two panelists are
Nathan Godfried, Alex Grab, Brian Clement and Scott Ruffner.
Michael Lang, Beth McKillen Clement, an Iraq war veteran and
and Ngo-Vinh Long. They will student here at the University of
briefly cover topics such as the Maine, will speak about his time in
history of Iraq, U.S. policy and Iraq. Ruffner, a political activist
use of language by government from Bangor, will provide inforofficials, opposition and protest mation about the war in Iraq and
of conflicts, and a comparison of elections.

The goals of the teach-in are to
expose people to information not
readily found in the media, and to
provide information and analysis
about what has been happening in
Iraq.
Historians Against the War is a
national organization that sponsors
teach-ins of this type across the
country.
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the campaign for better education is her plan for new
schools. LaMarche has talked
University President
with
From Page 1
Robert Kennedy about building
required number of signatures an alternative energy school, as
from voters, 2,000, to receive well as dental, medical and
Maine's
Clean
Elections pharmacy schools to broaden
Funds, which provides candi- the possibilities for students at
dates with money for cam- the University. In addition to
paigns in order to circumvent these new schools, a nursing
large
contributions
from school would open at the
wealthy and influential donors. Hutchinson Center in Belfast
Maine is one of only two states to meet the needs of those who
that has clean election funds.; have lost their jobs in the
Arizona is the other.
recent buyout of MBNA by
LaMarche is pushing hard Bank of America. Waldo
for the "cornerstone of her County Hospital has a nursing
campaign," universal health- shortage and an influx of peocare for all Mainers. "The ple looking for work.
thing about it is, it would lower
"It only makes sense," to protaxes and it would help busi- vide a way of keeping Mainers
ness. So in addition to being a employed, LaMarche said.
moral imperative and helping
As for the costs of these proour country have a healthier posed programs, LaMarche
society, it's going to have a said it's a matter of give and
healthier business climate and take. "[Poland Spring Water] is
sucking up water from the state
lower taxes," LaMarche said.
According to LaMarche, this of Maine at a rate of billions of
resource of wealth comes from gallons per week. We want a
the money that Mainers pay for percentage so that we can pay
insurance premiums and out- for our education. We think the
of-pocket expenses, such as best use of that is that you get
emergency room visits that an education and you're not
cost far more than scheduled broke."
Still, the issue of taxes is
and insured doctor visits. The
LaMarche campaign estimates one that all potential governors
that there is $3.4 billion lost must face. With TABOR as the
annually in this costly process. frontrunner for press coverage,
"So we're talking about $3.4 the candidates have all made
billion-- back into Maine's sure that their campaign doeseconomy which is not being n't shy away from the issue of
put in insurance premiums and tax relief within the state of
out-of-pocket
expenses," Maine. This proposed citizenLaMarche said. "$3.4 billion, initiated referendum would
there's no other campaign talk- prohibit state legislature from
ing about this kind of econom- passing tax increases without
the public's approval of these
ic stimuli."
With this new hypothetical measures first. Proponents
healthcare system, some of the claim that this will stop
companies moving jobs over- Maine's out-of-control tax
seas would lose incentive to spending, while opponents say
take their business elsewhere.
that cutting the state tax rev"GM and Ford are heading enue requires cutting programs
to Canada cause it's so much in Maine, mostly from the pubmore affordable to do business lic systems like schools.
because
not
"TABOR is a cry of pain.
there,
up
Canadians work so much TABOR is a bunch of people in
cheaper, but because their the state saying 'I've begged
expenses are so much lower," you, I've pleaded with you, to
give me some relief, you won't
LaMarche said.
LaMarche's
plan
for give me any relief so now the
statewide programs doesn't legislature and governor is
end at healthcare. In fact, going to be locked in the bedLaMarche would like Maine room.' If we take a bunch of
students who qualify to receive bad leaders and tie their hands,
free tuition, paid for by the it won't make them better leadstate of Maine. As an example, ers, it will make them bad leadLaMarche points to the ers with their hands tied,"
Georgia school system, which LaMarche said.
provides free tuition to any stuLaMarche would prefer to
dent that has a "B" average or have leaders better equipped to
higher. The level of debt meet the growing challenges of
accrued by college students the economy, rather then isoseems gratuitous to LaMarche, lating themselves from a probas most students leave college lem while the need for growth
working not to build a new life, is still there. "I'm not in favor
but to pay for the old one.
of TABOR, I'm in favor of
"These kids are coming out good leaders."
of school with thousands of
LaMarche is currently camdollars worth of debt and that's paigning throughout Maine,
no way to start a life," hoping to rally enough support
LaMarche said.
to bring change to Maine this
Another point of interest in Nov. 7.
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BOX OF HOPE — Purple boxes like this are this are in the bookstore where people can
donate food to Spruce Run.

Drive seeks supplies for victims of abuse
By Emma Potvin
For The Maine Campus
As part of a service project for
her woman's studies class,
Jennifer Stevens set up an empty
box in the bookstore.
That box is filling up with
shampoo, conditioner and other
essential toiletries that will be
donated to Spruce Run, an organization that serves people affected by domestic abuse.
All the toiletries will be given
to clients when they leave the
shelter to help them feel more
comfortable staying in a strange
place.
to
According
www.sprucerun.net, "Spruce

Run is a private, non-profit
organization dedicated to serving
people affected by domestic
abuse and to working to end personal, institutional and cultural
violence."
Spruce Run provides a 24hour hotline for victims of
domestic abuse and their friends
and families.
They also provide advocacy,
groups, education
support
groups, children's services, shelter, training and education.
"A lot of our programs happen
on the generosity of our volunteers and people in the community who donate," Margo Batsie,
Response
Community
Coordinator said.

Stevens isn't the only
University of Maine student to
help Spruce Run. Erin Woolley,
who graduated in May with a
degree in English and women's
studies, has been volunteering at
Spruce Run for over a year.
Much of Woolley's work
involves explaining legal rights
to callers on the 24-hour hotline.
"It's a good feeling at the end
of the day to know that you
helped someone, even a little
bit," Woolley said.
To volunteer, call 945-5102,
or visit http://.sprucerun.net.
If you, or someone you
know, are a victim of domestic
abuse, call Spruce Run's hotline
at 1-800-863-9909.

Prominent alum to lecture about effects of war
the university. She looks forward to
meeting some of the professors that
she had when she was here."
The university plans on bringing
The fate and suffering of battered
woman and children in war-stricken DiGiovanni's former professors back
countries and the effects of war on for her return.
DiGiovanni is the author of
them has been the focus of Janine
DiGiovanni in her writing and "Madness Visible," a memoir of war
reporting for such international written in 1993, "Against the
media outlets as Vanity Fair and as Stranger Lives under Occupation"
the senior international correspon- in 1992, and "The Quick and the
dent for the Times of London. This Dead" in 1994. A company purmonth, she will bring her perspec- chased the rights to the latter, andis
tives on the victims of global con- making it into a film about a war
journalist She also penned the introflicts to the University of Maine.
DiGiovanni,a 1983 University of duction to the best-selling "Zlata's
Maine alumna with a degree in Diary: A Child's Life in Sarajevo."
"Usually, prominent speakers are
English, will be on campus Oct. 24.
She will be giving her lecture,"Other represented exclusively by a certain
than Collateral Damage," focusing speaking agency," Mitchell said. To
on the effects of war on woman and get DiGiovanni, Mitchell and the
children in Iraq, Afghanistan and Student Entertainment division went
through one such agency, which is a
Africa.
"Janine DiGiovanni is an incredi- similar process to contracting for
bly prominent University of Maine bands to perform on campus. "Her
Alum," Derek Mitchell, president of UMaine connections were big,"
Student Entertainment, said. "She is Mitchell said.
Bringing DiGiovanni to campus
incredibly excited to be coming to
By Nicholas Dyer
For The Maine Campus

depended on scheduling. She still
works for The Times of London, so
she still travels to Middle Eastern
countries quite often. DiGiovanni
lives in London, but was already
going to be in the U.S. the fourth
week in October.
While on campus, the university
will recognize DiGiovanni for
Presidential
receiving
the
Achievement Award for alumni distinction, which she was awarded two
years ago.
"She was unable to come to
accept the award here at the university," Mitchell said. "So this time
when she comes they are going to
make it a bigger event, with the
the Alumni
president and
Association."
Mitchell and the university are
also hoping that DiGiovanni has
time in her schedule to talk to
selected classrooms during her
brief stay."We're hoping to get her
here in time to talk to classes, but it
depends on her flight schedule,"
Mitchell said.
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Satrapi speaks at Marxist Lecture Series
Iranian graphic novelist discusses prospect of democracy in Middle East
Recently newspapers have been
shut down and high-speed internet has been shut off in places it
previously
available,
Marjane Satrapi, a graphic was
novelist from Iran, spoke as part according to a report by a British
of the Socialist and Marxist newspaper, the Guardian.
"Everything has always been
Studies speaker series on
illegal
in Iran, but they always
Thursday. She highlighted the
contemporary politics of Iran, manage to do it," Satrapi said
and how growing up in the coun- about the resilient nature of people and their ability to obtain and
try influenced her work.
"I was too small to realize I spread information.
When speaking about the porwas living under a dictatorship,"
she said about her childhood in trayal of Iran by American
Iran. "We were living in peace, media, she said "the problem is
that they show exactly what the
at least."
Satrapi writes and illustrates Iranian government wanted."
Iran is not a democracy, she
comic-style novels, which are
based on her childhood and the said. It is a dictatorship and the
events that took place in Iran regime needs to use that power.
during the time. "Persepolis" Satrapi said she grew up with the
and "Persepolis 2" are autobio- idea that Americans were
graphical works, which are high- "awful." but it is important to
ly critical of the Iranian govern- note the difference between the
ment. Satrapi currently resides American people and the
in Paris and has not returned to American government,
"I am the one who defends
Iran for the past seven years due
to the controversy surrounding Americans in France, imagine
that. That is the height of irony,"
her work.
said.
secshe
"The law can change any
Commenting on the potential
ond in Iran," she said. Her work
has been boycotted at arts festi- for armed conflict with Iran she
vals because of its critical nature said, "I don't think it will hapto the Iranian government, pen, to tell the truth, because
By Amanda Maccabe
For The Maine Campus

ALCOHOL
From Page 1
"Yeah, we're going to focus on
liquor violations," March said
after recounting the alcohol poisonings. "It's our obligation and
it's our responsibility to do that."
Lieutenant Paul Paradis of
Public Safety agreed."We see a lot
of high risk behavior in the student
group as the result of consumption
of alcohol," Paradis said. "These
things are an indicator to us that
there's a problem - that something
needs to be addressed."
Paradis said Public Safety has
had plenty of cooperation from
around campus. The police have
been setting up safety checks on
the roads in and out of campus on
weekends looking for drunk driv-

ers, and student volunteers have
assisted in the efforts.
This year, there has only been
one Driving Under the Influence
offense on campus, compared to
13 in the same period of time last
fall. Zero tolerance offenses—
when a minor is caught driving
with any amount of alcohol in his
or her blood—have dropped from
five to zero in the same period.
"We don't realistically think
we've eliminated it, but we've
impacted it," Paradis said of drunk
driving.
Vandalism and dorm damage
charges have also seen a drop this
year: 35% in the first six weeks
according to Public Safety records.
March said he believes the crackdown on drinking has helped to
curtail the amount of dorm damage.
March said the department is

there are no more soldiers [for
America to deploy]." If a conflict did arise, she said that Iran
is a very large, modern and
nationalistic country, and that.
would make military action difficult.
"The government of this
country needs to put a precise
address on evil," she said about
the American government's tendencies toward fighting terrorism in recent years. She said
Americans can learn more about
Iran by being active and talking
with people.
"The biggest enemy of
democracy is the patriarch family structure ... this is the first
thing you fight," she said. The
fact that women are working in
Iran brings hope. "Democracy
has to come from within a country," Satrapi said. She is positive
that changes are coming. "The
door is closed, but we will kick
CAMPUSPHOTOBYLAUR4GIORGO
the door."
A
LIFE
IN
COMICS
—
Majane
Satrapi
talks about her life
Satrapi related democracy to
paint on a wall, saying it is not and acareer as a graphic novelist in DPC 100 on Thursday.
just superficial. Satrapi
left Strasbourg. She said she has me when I draw it is almost like
Iran at the age of 14 to attend always been a cartoonist and has being naked in front of them."
school in Vienna, returned to been drawing from a young age. Her goal is to provide an atmosIran shortly for university and
"Drawing is very personal," phere of what the social space is
then
studied
design
in she said. "When people look at like in Iran with her books.
not profiling fraternities, nor is it students could hit an old car with a
out to stop drinking on campus. sledgehammer.
"We don't have officers sitting in
Heidi Souder, a work-study stuthe bushes with night-vision gog- dent working in the ADEP offices
gles waiting for a kid with a plastic and a fourth-year kinesiology and
cup to walk by," March said. physical education major, said the
program doesn't aim to prevent
"We're way too busy for that."
Instead, officers follow what campus drinking. 'We're here to
they call "lightning rod events," talk about safe ways to drink,"
usually public displays of under- Souder said.
age intoxication, which they try to
March echoed the sentiment.
trace back to specific parties. "If "This isn't the War on Beer," he
that student shares with us where said. A minor offense may not
they had been partying, then we're even lead to a charge, March said,
apt to follow that lead," March but instead to a referral to Dean of
said.
Students Robert Dana or ADEP
Last week, UMaine Alcohol director Lauri Sidelko.
and Drug Education Programs
The police are looking for
held Alcohol Awareness Week in "conspicuous consumption of
conjunction with Peer Ed. Greek alcohol and intoxication where
Life was involved as well. Also, we're put in the position that we
Delta Tau Delta held a "car bash" have to do something," according
near memorial Union to raise to March. "We're negligent if we
awareness of drunk driving where don't."
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Premature
presentation
causes uproar
Among the traditions at the
annual homecoming football
game is the crowning of the campus' king and queen at halftime.
Saturday, however, the presentation surprisingly took place
before the initial kickoff, and
even before the Black Bears
marching band played the "StarSpangled Banner."
Many fans still filing into the
game missed the coronation, an
important feature that sets homecoming apart from other football
games. The change in timing
took place to satisfy television
timeouts, as the game was being
broadcast in the Bangor area by
WABI 5.
Television and the media are
at the game to cover it, not to
control how things happen.
UMaine officials running the
game's festivities should have
put their foot down and kept the
coronotion where it has traditionally been and belongs: At
halftime for all to see, not buried
during team warm-ups when half
the crowd is still tailgating.

Rock the Vote
helps students
register
[here are plenty of reasons
for students to vote.
Rock the Vote brought live
music and politics together to
send a strong message encouraging everyone to vote this
November. Almost a dozen
politicians and representatives
dedicated their time to attending the event and spreading the
word. Early estimates showed
between 300 and -400 students
registered to vote at the event. _
But it doesn't stop there.
Between the race for the Blaine
House and the specter of
TABOR, more and more students are talking politics this
year, and political organizations
are taking advantage of the
interest to raise voter awareness
to try to drive up UMaine's historically low voter turnout.
Participation is the key to
any election. The university,
student groups and the ppliticians themselves have done a
solid job getting the word out.
With this much information and
publicity available for the students, there's no excuse not to
participate. Get out there and
vote.
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Diamonds are not forever
Industry gets negative press even after resolutions
Over the past year or so, a concern has come up about "blood diamonds," MOM commonly referred to
as conflict diamonds.Although problems with mining diamonds in Africa
had been going on for years, the first
reference that most people are aware
of is in Kanye West's song
"Diamonds are Forever," and now
there is a movie scheduled for release
starring Leonardo DiCaprio called
"Blood Diamond."
Conflict diamonds, for those
unfamiliar with the term, refers to
diamonds mined in a zone of war,
and usually sold to help fund an
insurgent's war efforts.
With such negative press toward
the diamond market, one has to
wonder whether or not the industry

OPINION EDITOR
will take a hit from the criticism.
Now,it's good to see that pop cultute is recognizing this problem, but
unfortunately West and DiCaprio are
a little late because the diamond
problem is nearly solved.
Process
The
Kimberly
Certification Scheme, which was
implemented in November 2002,has
ensured that 98 percent of the diamonds sold on the market are not

conflict diamonds. The KPCS outlines regulations for a country to be
involved in the trade of rough diamonds,which pretty much eliminates
the possible blood diamond market
Wilcipedia states that in order for
a country to participate, they must
abide by these rules: "that any diamond originating from the country
does not fmance a rebel group or
other entity seeking to overthrow a
UN-recognized government, that
every diamond export be accompanied by a Kimberley Process certificate," and "that no diamond is
imported from,or exported to,a nonmember of the scheme."
By following these guidelines,
the world is as safe as it can be from
See DIAMONDS on page 9

Letters to the Editor
Chavez correction
In its Monday, Oct. 16 issue,
The Maine Campus featured an
article titled, "Latin America
activist visits UM," by Amanda
Maccabe, an articulate summary

d
I AMITA
The University of Maine newspaper since 1875

of Lisa Sullivan's preceding lecture on The School of the
Americas, on Thursday, Oct. 12.
In one instance, Maccabe states
in her article that "Chavez was
elected President of Venezuela in

1999." If I may be permitted to, I
will make a correction here to a
year earlier, because a year earlier
is pertinent to the perception of the
local and international dynamics
See LETTERS on page 9
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Kids wrongly
target homeless
for entertainment

Head Copy Editor Polaris Garfield

Maine Campus reserves the right to edit
submissions for length and clarity.

MONDAY,

Bums get
assaulted

Letters to the editor
longer than 300 words in length and

C
r"'W113n

Copy Editors Eryk Salvamio, Nick McCrea, Zach
Dionne, Derek Dobachesky,Jesse Dmis,Jenna
lavaLlee, J. A.stra Brinlomum

Call me naive, but I think I
have been exposed to the same
media that a typical young person
experiences. I've watched the television and played the video
games. I've read the books and
I've heard the music. I've been to
great cities and I've been further
out in the boonies than I ever
wanted to be. So why have I not
taken to randomly attacking
homeless people with baseball
bats and paintball guns?
According to CBSNews.com,in
January 2006, two teenagers were
caught on tape assaulting a homeless man with baseball bats in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. They are currently
accused of attacking and killing a
homeless man, Norris Gaynor, 45.
Thomas Daugherty, 17, and Brian
Hooks, 18, have pled not guilty,
although they have been identified
on the tape by several classmates.
"Bum hunting" has been called a
new sport, a rite of passage. Kids
harass homeless people because
they're easy targets. They are considered lower than youths when it
comes to the social pecking order. It
also doesn't hurt that crimes witnessed on the streets are generally
not reported. Teens claim that
they're bored and are looking for a
thrill. They have found that the best
solution to this problem is dousing
homeless people in gasoline and
lighting them on fire.
Shockingly, people have turned
to blaming the media. There are violent video games,and characters that
ate killed in TV shows that will be
seen on another show next week. I
grew up watching these violent
shows — as a matter of fact I am a
huge fan of Bugs Bunny and Tweety.
So please, do not leave any anvils
around, because due to these violent
influences, I might drop one on you
when you walk by Stodder.
There's a series of DVDs called
"Bumfights," where homeless
See BUMS on page 9
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films of our time. But it seems as
though they are trying to pick a fight
with an industry that has already handled the problems to the best of its
From Page 8
abilities.
Masses of people bought West's
unknowingly supporting insurgents
album,and!hope many more will go
in poorer countries.
Then why does it feel as though to see "Blood Diamond" on Dec. 15,
many people are just now rallying but it is essential that audiences know
around the fight against conflict dia- the facts about the diamond industry.
monds? After all, the civil war in These should serve as reminders of
Sierra Leone that Kanye West raps how it was in Sierra Leone, not how
about happened between 1991 and it is now. The diamond industry and
2000. His sophomore album,"Late the UN have worked together to
Registration," was released in 2005, ensure conflict diamonds stay off the
five years after the major conflict had market, and they should not be punended. Fellow rapper Lupe Fiasco ished for the wrongs of the past.
has a similar song called "Conflict Should they be forgiven for the past
Diamonds," which was also released conflict diamonds? Definitely not.
We should all just join up with
well after the problem had been dealt
Bono and try to fight AIDS in Africa;
with.
All of these artists, DiCaprio, it will prove to be a much more diffiWest and Fiasco are talented men, cult and worthy task.
Joel Crabtree is a fourth-year
who create infectious songs, or in
DiCaprio's case, some of the best journalism major.

DIAMONDS

Bums
From Page 8
people are paid a few bucks and
ample alcohol to do stupid stunts.
So they perform these degrading
acts on camera, and there is some
fighting involved, but I guess they
get a laugh, considering there
have been 300,000 copies sold
over the past five years. These
DVDs are reasonable evidence of
bad influences, but let us look at
another top seller. "Girls Gone
Wild" has sold millions of copies,
and although I have not sat down
and watched a copy of it myself,
I'm pretty sure that I know what
goes on. And yet my shirt manages to stay on in front of cameras. It's amazing how self-control
works that way.

LETTERS
From Page 8
that resulted off this election.
Chavez was actually elected
on Dec. 6, 1998. He was sworn
into office on Feb. 2, 1999. By the
end of the summer of that year,
Congress had already been dissolved, and a National Assembly
had taken its place. The
Assembly's first task was to oversee the proposal and possible
enactment of 41 reforms. Chief
among them was the drafting of a
new Constitution, to be voted on
that December.
As a result of these reforms, by
the year's end, a local opposition
front against the new government
was already set in motion, giving
rise to the social polarization
trend that has characterized
Venezuelan society since 1999. A
year after elections had been held.
Georges Kabche, Orono
Senior English major
Hake crime
Jeff Hake, the student who
penned "The non-corrupting ways of
feminism," needs to be recognized as
the bravest man on campus.
In a gutsy move, Hake rewrote
history and declared that the Salem
Witch Trials "were an attack on
women." But that was just a warmup.
Hake went on to say that Justin
Chase foolishly wasted his time by
scouring multiple sources of information. According to Hake, Chase
could have just headed down to the
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Brian Leven, an expert studying
hate crimes, accounts for the bumhunting trend as a replacement for
hate crimes against homosexuals.
Leven claims this new target is vulnerable and "safer to hate."
Apparently, there is not much that
we can do,because there will always
be another target.
Thank you for that conclusion
Mr. Leven. It's nice to know that
society is so far gone that we have
to literally bash on people to
remain stimulated. We are at the
hands of the media, and the
upbringing and education on what
is right and wrong is fruitless. We
shall rid ourselves of dignity,
humanitarianism and compassion,
and succumb to the staged violence
found in our entertainment. After
all, what more is there to life?
Melinda Hart is afirst-yearjournalism major.

Women's Resource Center and
received his information and conclusions them. He wouldn't even have to
think.
That way, Chase wouldn't have
to go to the U.S. Department of
Justice to find that the majority of
violent crime victims are male,then
go to the United States Department
of Health and Human Services to
find that in America, women live an
average of seven years longer than
men. It would have saved him
hours of scouring the Medline database to learn that women's health
issues get 12 times the funding as
men's.
Is it really worth doing all that
research just so you can have a view
outside of the mainstream? Hake
doesn't think so. He knows that it's
silly to question intellectual authority
figures. Why bother dredging
through piles of neutral data when
you can boldly let activists and
celebrities tell you what to think and
receive the easy applause of your
peers?
After valiantly parroting a
variety of talking points, Hake
followed in the footsteps of the
Russian secret police and made
an epic infallible claim. Much
like "The Protocols of the Elders
of Zion" suggested an international Jewish cartel controls the
world, Hake wants you to believe
an ancient male conspiracy,
known as Patriarchy, rules the
globe. This vast conspiracy is so
secretive that its players are
unaware of their own roles in it.
Spooky.
Michael K. Hartwell
UMaine Alumnus

What's wrong with thinking American?
Venezuelan leader prompts idea for new ticklish toy
This article is in response to
the piece written by Justin
Jacques entitled "Political trend
proves problematic" in the Oct.
19 issue of The Maine Campus.
First, I'd like to ask,"What is
wrong with taking an American
centered view?" I live in
America, I love my country, and
I'll be the first to admit we don't
always make the best choices.
That doesn't mean we should
aim to please the rest of the
world and put our own best
interests last, especially in
today's world, where so much is
at stake. A world in which
Jacques' best bud Venezuela can
send Hugo Chavez into our
country and call our president
the devil. The devil?
I didn't agree with Clinton's
policies. I thought he had quite
the "deer in the headlights" outlook on terrorism, yet if a foreign
leader came into my country and
called Clinton the devil, I would
be outraged. The problem today
is that people like Justin have a
blind hatred for our president
and more respect for dictators
such as Chavez.
Oh wait, I forgot, Chavez is
a beacon of light in the international community. He is
attempting to "solve hunger
and education issues." I personally can't wait for his next
UN speech, where he will
hopefully take it a step further
and insult our history, forefathers, entire government, military, citizens, etc. Chavez is
quite the teacher, not to mention a soft, cuddly teddy bear
compared to Bush. I've talked
to the CEO of Fisher Price
about scrapping Tickle Me
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Elmo for the holiday season
and replacing it with the new
Tickle Me Hugo. Just playfully
tickle the cute little humanitarian and he shouts angry phrases
such as "Bush is evil,"
"Capitalism blows" and many
others. But the fun doesn't end
there! You can accessorize your
dictator with a robotic UN
council that will stand and clap
at every idiotic phrase that
spews from his mouth.
And if you are going to write
about Hugo the Humanitarian,
don't forget to mention the
amendment to the Venezuelan
constitution that punishes its
citizens for disrespect of
President Chavez and other
government officials. Simple
disagreement with an official
could land you 20 months in
jail, while lack of respect for
Hugo himself will at least double that sentence. While Justin
criticizes a previous writer for
saying Venezuela is going
"backwards," policies such as
this one suggest that "backwards" is where the country is
really heading. Can anyone
imagine if we passed a law like
that? Even though our jails
would be overflowing, it might
be nice to see Cindy Sheehan
shut the hell up, even if only
for a couple of months.
As for the comments about

Paul Goodman's article, I
thought Goodman's article was a
breath of fresh air. But Justin's
comments about the "systematic
bombing of an entire country"
are almost laughable, not to
mention a direct slap in the face
to our great men and women
who are serving in Iraq. We have
the best technology in the world,
and we use it to kill as many terrorists as possible. Human life is
precious, and I'm as sorry as the
next guy when innocent people
die, but do you really believe
that our military is over in Iraq
drinking beer and playing a reallife game of battleship? That's
believable. They must have a
battleship grid of Iraq set up in
all the tents, while Bush and
Rumsfeld call them up and yell
out "General, bomb C7 ... I hope
we nab some innocent women
and children with that one."
I can already hear the disagreements. People are stammering "But, but, wait, Bush
lied, kids died! Uh, uh, Bush let
Sept. 11 happen on purpose.
Bush has funny looking ears!"
While the last one may be true,
it's quite humorous to listen to
all the wacky conspiracy theories we can come up with about
our country and president.
Look the other way when the
evil people in this world show
their true colors. If we constructively criticize with an open
mind instead of blindly hating
Bush and America, we will be
much better off in the long run.
Travis Griffin is a fourthyear business major who is
asking Santa for a Tickle Me
Hugo.

The addiction of sending, unsending
FirstClass and its tools cause students' obsessions
Oh FirstClass. Sure, we can
communicate to our professors in
a fraction of a second and then
resend when they tell us they didn't get our assignment, even
though the history says they did.
This technology enhances our
education and lets us assemble
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
into the groups we would like to
be associated with electronically.
FirstClass is not just causing a
I have recently asked myself, and send-unsend complex epidemic
now ask you, at what cost? In a but is also heavily addictive.
reality in which small red flags Addiction
as
is
defined
are the enemy, is what we gain "Uncontrollable craving, seekworth the consequences?
ing, and use of a substance."
I have recently diagnosed FirstClass addicts can sit browsmyself with what I call a "send- ing, e-mailing, sending, unsendunsend complex." This is when a ing, posting, etc. for hours at a
student who actively participates time just waiting for one of those
in the online world of FirstClass evil flags to "DING" onto their
sends an e-mail to another desktop so the addict can trample
assumed FirstClass addict. Then it and earn the high that comes
unsends it. Then decides they with trampling. The emotional
really should send it, take a walk, roller coaster only increases with
come back and unsend it again. the constant questioning of your
This can go on until the person commitment to the program, the
reads the e-mail you didn't want question posed every few minutes if you don't pay attention to
to send in the first place.
Its effects are high stress and it: "Log off warning: are you
anxiety to the complex's victim. really leaving me?" It is like a
This is an internal conflict within bad girlfriend, but we love it anyone's self, externalized through way.
There is another type of perthe act of send-unsending. As of
yet there is absolutely no research son I have failed to mention. As
opposed to the victims described
to back this. None. At all.

above, there are also the villainous creatures of FirstClass. These
people can be anyone from the
guy who is a complete jerk
because he can hide safely behind
his monitor to the girl who is
cruel enough to take the unsend
option off. So if you send a message to her, you can't unsend,
which only causes further distress
to people with send-unsend complex — or SUC, as I am beginning to call it.
I'm not a hater. In fact, I love
FirstClass just as much as any
other addiction I have. I just
wanted to take the opportunity
to publicize the consequences
of having such a program on
campus. Not being a fan of people who complain without a
solution, I first thought, as an
addict, that I should create a
group on FirstClass for students
with SUC. Quickly seeing the
irony in this, I have created the
Facebook Group: "Self-admitted send-unsend complex sufferers and FirstClass addicts
unite." Anybody who would
like to talk or 'come out,' you
are encouraged and will be supported.
Heather Steeves is a secondyear communications major.

Inside
Books •'Running with
Scissors' not for the faint
of heart. Page 12

Sometimes the good
guys aren't so good.
Page 12

0.
MUSIC
Java Jive - Lindsay Mac
8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 24
Memorial Union
Audible Mainframe, Lab
Seven & Bazi Rhythm
8 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 25
Ushuaia
$8. all ages
5th Annual 105 WTOS
Halloween Bash featuring God
Forbid, A Life Once Lost, Dead
Season, Nobis
8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 27
Ushuaia
$12, all ages
University Orchestra
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
Minsky Recital Hall, Class of
1944 Hall
The Vienna Piano Trio
3 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 29
Minsky Recital Hall, Class of
1944 Hall
$31

ALL IMAGES FROM "PERSEPOLIS" AND "PERSEPOLIS II" BY MARJANE SATRAP!

ENTERTAINMENT
Tin Chef
8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Monday, October 23
Memorial Union
Haunted Hayride
7 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 27
Witter Teaching and Research
Farm
$3 students and children, $5
public and adults

Iranian graphic

Culturefest
10 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
Field House, Memorial Gym
Free
Halloween Late Night in the
Union
8 p.m. - midnight
Costume Contest at 10 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
Memorial Union
Karaoke
9 p.m. -11 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
The Bear's Den
All ages, free

MOVIES
Kickin Flicks presents "Lady in
the Water"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 25
100 DPC
Friday, October 27
Bangor Room

'THEATER
Readers Theater - "Doubt"
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 25
Minsky Recital Hall, Class of
1944 Hall

ARTS
The Art of Printed Books and
Artists' Multiples
Through Nov. 22
Lord Hall
Bernard Langlais: Wood
Reliefs, Richard Estes: Prints,
and John Mann: A Print Survey
Through Jan. 13
UMaine Museuem of Art,
Bangor
Students free, public fee
A Matter of Perception 2006:
Exhibit by Artists with Disabilities
Through Nov. 16
Hauck Auditorium Lobby
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Pattie Barry on FirstClass.

novelist speaks

POLITICS IN

out in spite of

PICTURES

consequences

information from the government because we know it's not a
democracy," she said.
Satrapi said her people's ability to resort to other news
was an attribute that Americans do not have. Not only
sources
Iran
in
living
were
memories
favorite
her
what
When asked
as a child, Marjane Satrapi said, "Bowling, hamburgers and do most Americans believe their news and generally trust their
president, but the American journalist in Iran "doesn't even
Bruce Lee movies."
his nose out of his hotel window." She was speaking of a
stick
If you find her response surprising,then Satrapi's arguments
correspondent that she knew, whose instructions
particular
right.
are
country
native
her
about the misrepresentation of
Thursday, the University of Maine featured insight from the were to only report on sensationalist matters that could further
graphic novelist for two lectures,one as a conversation between "dehumanize" the situation in Iran, Satrapi said.
• Although she is a strong critic of the U.S. government's
Satrapi and Bangor Daily News writer Alicia Anstead as part of
policies,
Satrapi professed a strong affection for the American
evening,
that
Later
series.
Studies
Marxist
the Socialist and
Satrapi spoke as UMaine's 2006 Anne Margaret Johnstone people. "My first visit to the [United States] was in 2000. I
came with a strong reason to hate you, but it was a big slap in
Memorial lecturer.
the face how nice you all were," she joked with the audience.
works
autobiographical
her
Satrapi is best known for
Satrapi's power to tell engaging stories surfaced many times
Art
to
compared
Often
2."
"Persepolis
and
"Persepolis"
Spiegelman's "Maus," the books recount her experiences with during her interview and lecture. When an audience member
the Iranian Revolution and its aftermath from her childhood asked her if she had encountered any ignorance regarding her
home country,one example was an American who asked if she
into her adulthood.
Born in 1969 in Rasht, Iran to politically progressive par- could "see the moon while in Iran." Satrapi told the American
ents,Satrapi spent her high school years in Vienna,and returned that she couldn't.
During both presentations, audience members asked Satrapi
to Iran for college where she married a man she later divorced
she chose to document her life in the medium of a comic.
why
Satrapi,
motivated
France,
for
Iran
left
named Reza. After she
gave each essentially the same response."I didn't have
Satrapi
decided
to
create
Iran,
about
misconceptions
popular
to dispel
the graphic novel that would eventually prevent her from a choice - my drawing goes with my writing and vice versa I
tried to write a book, but I lost my sense of humor without my
returning home.
drawings," Satrapi said.
about
said
being
separated
"It's more than difficult," Satrapi
One of Satrapi's goals of writing "Persepolis" involved the
law
The
killed.
can
at
change
be
I'd
me
told
from Iran."They
any second — they have violated their own laws," she contin- reader coming away with a more comprehensive understanding
ued, explaining that her depiction of Iran does not sit well with of Iran. Satrapi expressed her displeasure that too many people
chose only to remember Iran after 1979,and that Iran is a counthe dictatorship that currently rules the country.
try awash with so much more culture and history than popular
dictatorship
that
Iranian
Satrapi
the
of
One consequence
touched on is people's mistrust of the news."We don't trust
See SATRAPI on Page 12
By J. Astra Brinkmann
Production Assistant
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Bringing home dafunk

Frequency teams up with
UVote to 'rock' the Union
candidates for local and state offices came on
stage and were introduced by Matt Small.
Among the political candidates were Democrat
Rep. Emily Cain, Sen. Mike
incumbents
capella
a
The University of Maine's female
Sen. Elizabeth Schneider; Jean
and
Michaud
their
end
typically
doesn't
Renaissance
group
shows with a stomp-and-clap tune that spells out Haybright, Democratic candidate for U.S.
the word vote. But last Thursday night, at Senate; Riley Donovan and Lance Cowan,
UMaine Rocks the Vote, the music in the North Republican candidates for Maine House of
Representatives; Patrick Joyce,
Pod of Memorial Union served a
Republican candidate for state
purpose: To encourage more
and
Alex Hammer,
senate
UMaine students to hit the balRock the Independent candidate for Maine
like
"Events
lots.
Small introduced indiThe evening kicked off with
Vote present opportu- governor.who
represented other
viduals
an introduction from the night's
[us]
Pat
including
for
only
not
candidates,
nities
and
host, Matthew Small,
LaMarche, Green candidate for
launched into a performance
to connect with our
governor and Republican incumfrom the Maine Steiners,
UMaine's male half of the a
constituents, they give bent Sen. Olympia Snowe.
Informational booths were set
capella equation. They opened
students a chance to
up around the edges of the North
with Fuel's "Shimmer" and conwith pamphlets and infortinued for a half-hour set that
share information." Pod
sheets available to stumational
full
was energetic, melodic, and
dents. Participants were also
of their trademark stage antics.
Elizabeth Schneider able to register to vote at the
and
Steiners
the
Both
Maine State Senator event, and attendance reached
Renaissance featured new membetween 300 and 400, according
bers.
to Gabrielle Berube, a member
Renaissance took the stage
next and invited original Renaissance member of UMaine's UVote organization.
"Rock the vote was a great event," said
and candidate for re-election to the Maine legisSchneider, who is seeking re-election
Elizabeth
Renaissance
with
closed
Cain.
Emily
lature,
Carrie Underwood's "Wasted" before indulging as District 30's state senator. "Events like Rock
the audience with the vote chant, one of the the Vote present opportunities not only for
Representative Cain and myself to connect with
night's highlights.
After the a capella portion of the evening,
See VOTE on Page 13
By Zach Dionne
Copy Editor
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Booty Affair livens up the environment in the Buchanan Alumni House as part of homecoming weekend.
BRICK HOUSE - Motor

'It Came from WMEB'
spooks out Blues Cafe
Fifth-year event is station's best-attended concert yet
Their set included a range of songs
from originals to a classic cover of
"Black No. 1 (Little Miss Scareoff the All)," with which they closed the set
kicked
WMEB
By the time Sharlar Logoth left
Halloween season with a bang this
year by throwing their biggest party the stage, the crowd had grown to
to date at the Blues Cafe on Mill approximately 100 people. The
Blues Cafe was packed when DJ
Street.
Alien Journalism started spinning
WMEB:
from
Came
"It
Nightmare on Mill St." began at 9 his set During his hour and a half of
p.m. Friday, Oct. 20, with local techno and classic rock mash-ups,
black metal band Shadar Logoth. attendance continued to grow until it
Based out of Bangor,Shadar Logoth reached an estimated peak of 250
is one of the tightest metal acts in the people. Tom Grucza,station director
area, thanks in pad to drununer Phil of WMEB, was thrilled with the
Ardroth, a music student here at the number of people who came to the
University of Maine. They executed show.
"This is probably the best
their set smoothly, with little pause
between songs and natural transi- Halloween party we've had yet." he
tions from one sound to the next.
See WMEB on Page 12
By Erin McNamara
Staff Reporter

CAMPUS PHOTO BY JOHN KASTELEIN

SPOOKY BLUES — Arletta Hayes and Awesome-o the cardboard robot dance to the spinning skills of DJ Clarity at the WMEB Halloween Bash at the Blues Cage on Friday night.

Poet Perelman brings Maine's Marley does homecoming
'life' to Orono audience
By Jenna Lavallee
Copy Editor

Perelman's career began in
1975 with the publication of his
first book, "Braille," described
"Orono is a poetry hotbed," by Steve Evans, coordinator of
poet Bob Perelman said as he the New Writing Series, as a colstarted off his presentation as the lection of daily improvisations
third addition to this fall's season "encompass[ing] many allusions
of the New Writing Series. Last from the poetic legacy of antiquiHis works since then
seen in the spring of 2003, ty."
I986's "The First
include
Perelman returned to the
"Face Value" and
1988's
World,"
University of Maine Wednesday
and 1993's
Audience,"
"Captive
more
of
audience
an
to entertain
than 100 students and faculty, "Virtual Reality." Perelman has
reading from his most recent also written several scholarly
book, "Iflife," published earlier volumes and is currently a prothis month in memory of the late fessor of English at the
poet Robert Creeley.
See PERELMAN on Page 13
By Thomas St. Pierre
Staff Reporter

For those seeking a higher education in philosophy,
psychology and literature, one would think that enrollment in the fine University of Maine would quench the
hunger for knowledge. However, if you seek answers
to life's more pressing questions, like how the hell you
get to Millinocket, you turn to Maine's favorite professor of Mainer-isms, Mr. Bob Marley.
Saturday night the Maine Center for the Arts was
packed shoulder to shoulder with eager pupils awaiting a humorous lecture from Maine native and comedian Bob Marley, and "I'm telling you," no subject
was overlooked. Bob crashed onto the stage around
9:30 p.m. driving a spiffy green Shaw's cart, and the
educational excursion had officially begun.
Marley spared no detail during his two hour lecture,
touching on everything from geography to geriatrics.
He even gave an extensive spelling lesson on some of

Maine's most tricky diction. According to Bob,"you
don't go to the f-a-i-r, you got to the FAYA." And
apparently, we Mainer's are quite eloquent and have
even created our own form of Shakespearian dialect.
Marley provided an example to clarify: "What light
breaks on yonder window, I s--- you not."
Bob fused some classic material, including the
ever-popular bit about the "momma nighty" and his
water skiing fiasco with his drinking buddies, with
some new spoofs on his family, friends, and Mainers
in general.
The colorful comedian sailed effortlessly from subject to subject pausing only to let his laughing audience catch their breath and wipe tears ofjoy from their
eyes. Marley's facial expressions and mannerisms
were the perfect punctuation for his witty repartee.
A considerate Bob even took the time to help out
those of us who are still racking our brains on what
exactly to be for Halloween. Marley suggested that
See MARLEY on Page 12
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Home-grown comedy
"The Departed"
Warner Bros.
Oct.6, 2006

CAMPUS PHOTO BY KYLE WARREN

MAINE-LY MARLEY — Bob Marley, Maine's darling homegrown comic, performs at the MCA on Saturday Night.

MARLEY
From Page 11
being a "bum" would be an easy
economical solution because you
could simply "wear your father's
clothes."
After the educational experience, Marley set aside some time
to meet his eager fans, sign autographs, snap some photographs
and thank folks for coming out.

WMEB
From Page 11
said that night. "It just keeps getting
bigger every year. I think people
have come to expect us to do something now."
Grucza also mentioned that he
intends to continue the theme of "It
Came from WMEB" and come up
with a new tagline each year, based
on the location and the artists avail• able to work with. In addition to
Shadar Logoth, Alien Journalism
and DJ Clarity, who spun at the end
of the night, guest artist Shine was
painting during the performances.
By the end of the night she had a
canvas covered in free-form artistic
interpretations of the music and the
crowd atmosphere. The painting
will be hung in the WMEB office.
•
DJ Clarity's set got most of the
crowd up and dancing, and even

• SATRAPI
From Page 10
thought allows. She chose to name
the novels "Persepolis" due to its
meaning as 'the city of Persia' to
. allude back to a more favorable time
in Iran's history.
From hearing Satrapi speak, the
audience received the impression
that Iranians are not that different

"I try to mix up my material so
people who come to the show get
a good variety," said Marley. He
keeps his fans in mind when constructing his set lists, stating that
he just wants folks to have a
good time when they come to a
show.
If you missed Bob Marley on
Saturday night, you can still get
educated in Mainer 101 by logging on to his Web site,
httwww.bmarley.com for a
wicked good time.

Cinematic legend Martin
Scorsese's newest film, "The
Departed," boasts a star-powered
cast the likes of which is rarely
seen in Hollywood, including Jack
Nicholson, Leonardo DiCaprio,
Matt Damon, Mark Wahlberg,
Martin Sheen, and Alec Baldwin.
Between the extraordinary cast, a
complex, winding script and the
hallowed name of Scorsese behind
the lens, "The Departed" is a
tremendous success.
Set in Boston, the film centers
on the criminal territory Scorsese
perfected with crime film masterpieces like "Goodfellas" and
"Casino." Jack Nicholson, pushing
70, is superb in his role as Frank
Costello, the untouchable crime
lord of Boston. Nicholson's scenes
seamlessly blend sheer intensity
and violence with his patented sinister comedic touch. A long dialogue between Nicholson and
Leonardo DiCaprio toward the
film's end is a great reminder of
what a fantastic actor Nicholson
truly is.
DiCaprio, more or less the
film's main character as Billy
Costigan, gives an impressive performance that many viewers
should be pleasantly surprised
with. One of the great aspects of
this film is that despite all the
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Matt Damon stars in The Departed," a suspense-action
film set in South Boston where a state police force is
waging war on organized crime.
mega star power, the plot is so
thick and the characters so well
acted that the audience will easily
get lost in the story and move past
the thought of these people as "that
guy from 'Titanic— or "that guy
from 'Good Will Hunting,—
although Matt Damon's Boston
accent is strikingly familiar.
While "The Departed" has too
intricate a plot to give away, it centers on a cop infiltrating Costello's
crime regime and one of Costello's
trained crooks infiltrating the high
ranks of the Massachusetts State
Police. The two are eventually
forced to seek each other out, in
moments that become increasingly

nerve-wracking. Tension winds
uncomfortably tighter as the film
nears its fittingly lengthy conclusion. Just as the story seems to
draw to an end without any of the
cliched twists that so many crime
movies depend on, a curveball is
thrown and the execution count
rises to dizzying heights as head
after head explodes in shamelessly
glorious red spray.
"The Departed" is entertaining,
suspenseful, and exceptionally
engrossing; it's worth every cent
you will spend to see it in theaters
and it is easily one of the best films
of the year.

—Zach Dionne

Burroghs"Running with Scissors'
explores taboo,family relationships
By Heather Steeves
For The Maine Campus

leads to pure hilarity.
The honesty and shamelessness displayed in this memoir
Burroughs
astounding.
is
shares his life as a young gay
man tossed into a world which
most of us could never imagine.

those who stayed offto the side were
obviously enjoying her style, bobbing their hearts and bouncing on the
balls of their feet in time to music. At
one point, Les Rhoda,also known as
Alien Journalism, brought his saxophone up to the stage and jammed
with her while she spun, incorporating live sounds with the otherwise
electronic music.
The crowd itself was enthusiastic
and seemed to enjoy the conceit.
Most of the attendees came in costume, including an appearance by
Awesom-O the robot. People started
dancing while Alien Journalism was
spinning and the group of dancers
only grew when DJ Clarity took the
stage. The atmosphere was positive;
people enjoyed the music and the
people around them. Grucza mentioned that the event turned out even
better than he had hoped.
"It's like I'm at a party in someone's basement," he said toward the
end of the night.

Augusten Burroughs wrote
one of the most truthful and
hilarious memoirs this world
has read.
"Running with Scissors"
starts innocently enough: a boy
obsessed with shiny objects to
the point where he spends most
of his time boiling and polishing coins. Soon enough, however, the dysfunction of his
parents' marriage is revealed.
This leads to his mother seeing
a psychiatrist, Finch, who not
only finds religious signs sent
to him through his bowel
movements but has his own
"masturbatoriurn."
As his mother sinks into
deeper levels of insanity, she
finds it best for her son to be
adopted into the Finch family.
In
his
He is accepted immediately
later
book
affec"Dry," he explains,
his
escapes
and quickly
tions for shininess as he blends "When I was 13, my crazy
into this family who think the mother gave me away to her
psychiatrist,
who
more you "express anger," the lunatic
healthier a person you are. This adopted me. I then lived a life

from Americans, but they are misrepresented by a minority that happens to be the "religious, fanatical
government."
"Fifteen percent of people that
are idiots — the ultraconservatives —
they are everywhere," said Satrapi,
explaining that the problem of
oppression is universally understood. "What is the difference
between a mullah and George
Bush? None!" she said.
Satrapi's sense of humor and

depth of wisdom was no surprise
for those already familiar with her
works. Interviewer Anstead said
her expectations of Satrapi were
that she would be "intelligent and
elucidating on her work and politics."
Satrapi said she is in the process
of having her works translated from
graphic novel to the big screen via
black and white animation.
Satrapi's works are available at the
UMaine Bookstore.

of squalor, pedophiles, no
school and free pills."
The writing is nothing short
of side-splitting; I dare you to
try to read one chapter without
an uproar. There is always
something going on at 67 Perry
Street, whether it's Natalie, Dr.
Finch's daughter, flashing her
vagina at the neighbors when
they ask her to please turn the
radio down or Hope, her sister,
trying to dig up Freud — the
family's deceased cat.
The memoir was written in
2002, and a film adaptation
was released in theaters last
Friday.
"Running with Scissors" is
not for the faint of heart, the
intolerant or the easily offended. If, however, you are looking for a book to quench the
thirst of curiosity; if you too
have had enough of English
teachers
shoving
Austen,
Bronte and Hemingway down
your throat and feel the need
for some voyeurism in your
life, I can't think of a better
starting point.

Hello friends.., come visit!
stone House Cafe
Ope n Tue s,- Sa t. 7a m-8 pm
Sun. 7a m-i pm
Closed on Monday
1492 State St.
Vea zie ME, 04401
942-9552

Breakfast ALL DAY!
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Class of'44 Hall celebrates 10 years with song, dance
By Abbey Greslick
Staff Reporter
"It's been 10 wonderful
years," Stuart Marrs, director of
department
music
the
exclaimed Friday afternoon at
the Class of 1944 Hall open
house. In his address, Marrs
reminisced about the excitement of moving the instruments
from the old performing arts
hall into the then-new hall, and
glows, "It was just like heaven."
The open house on Friday
afternoon was a celebration of
the anniversary of the hall's
opening and an appreciation of
those individuals who made its
creation possible — the class of
1944. One member of that class
who was instrumental in the
project was Al McNeilly, whom
Anita Wihry, the executive
director of institutional and
facilities planning, thanked. "If
it weren't for Al's leadership, it
never would've happened,"
Wihry said.
McNeilly responded, "There
was no place for performers to
put a tie on, to rehearse, play,
no spot to call their own, so the

class of '44 rose to the occasion
and went out and raised a million bucks."
Friday's open house offered
the tours as well as various performances by music, dance, and
theater students. There were
acts from the Opera Workshop,
Ensemble,
Jazz
Chamber
College of Dance and the
Improvisation Workshop. All of
them showcased the students'
varied talents and served as a
sincere thank you to the class of
'44. The decade-old program
now boasts more than 60 students.
The open house was wrapped
up in the McNeilly Lobby,
named after the aforementioned
Al McNeilly, with a speech
from Janet Waldron, the vice
president of administration and
finance. She handed the mic
over to a few others, including
McNeilly, who challenged
UMaine students to match the
class of '44's donation of one
million dollars. Waldron joked
that this year's class could actually beat their donation and get
a hall named after itself
because, after all, they have
inflation on their side.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY HUSSAIN ALSAIHA11

SWINGERS — Jon Dvorak and Ashley Bourassa demonstrate their swing dance skills at
the School of Performing Arts open house on Friday night.

VorrE

It works
wonders.

From Page 11
our constituents, they give students a chance to
share information. It is good that students know
I continue to.p9rk 4ijgnily on their behalf to
secure funds for UMaine. Rock the Vote gave
me another moment to let students know how
important their yciles are."
After the candidate-oriented break, Portland
rockers As Fast As started their set, balancing
out the stage with handlebar mustaches on both
the lively lead guitarist and bassist. The band
admitted they brought no prepared set-list and
accepted multiple audience requests, the first
being an early shout-out for "Something
Fierce." Lead singer, keyboardist and guitarist
Spencer Albee manned a ukulele for a few
songs, including a loudly-sung-along cover of
Radiohead's "Creep." The band showcased their
dynamic, original sound for over an hour.
"We haven't played at Orono in a while," said
Albee. "These events can be kind of barren, but
this was a really happening event tonight." The
band praised the audience throughout the night,
throwing in a few plugs for voting, as well.
Local jam group Jack's Wild closed the
evening. The entire program was ahead of
schedule, so the group was able to play earlier
than expected. They jammed out as the crowd
continued to die down, playing originals as well
as a cover of Neil Young's "Keep on Rocking in
the Free World."
"Rock The Vote was a success. The students,
performers, and candidates pulled together to

MY CHOICE
Pregnancy Support Services
cAt14500 nri-800-773-9595
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON

WORKING CLASS HERO — Spencer Albee
pauses for a moment during Thursday
night's Frequency.
make a great show with a really responsive audience," said Abbey Greslick, director of The
Frequency. UMaine Rocks the Vote was the
modified version of Thursday night's usual
Frequency show.

poem, "The
light-hearted
Revenge of the Bath Water,"
inspired by a high frequency of
spontaneous thoughts. Its hyperFrom Page 11
bolic treatment of babies as
sophisticated people audibly
University of Pennsylvania.
Perelman began the afternoon amused the audience, creating, at
with a poem entitled "Shock and the same time, a senselessness
Awe," a result of what Perelman that ultimately shared the same
admitted sprang from his "frus- satirical potency as "Shock and
tration in the state of political Awe" in its critique of humanity.
Subsequently Perelman, motidiscourse." His words resonated
in emphatic truth as he spoke of vated by the recent loss of a
the United States' ambitions to loved one, read a short poem,
"free the Iraqi people," which "The Dream of the Bed," whose
eventually built up to the actual, first two lines clearly articulated
solemn truth, "But dead people the emotions of losing a loved
are only free in the most limited one: "It was so long ago I barely
remember / And when I rememway."
Perelman moved on to a more ber I barely believe."

PERELMAN

After reading a series of other
short poems, Perelman proceeded to read an excerpt from his
central piece,"Iflife," in memory
of Creeley, afterwards concluding with another extended poem,
"Tank Top."
"Usually poets fall into patterns," Evans said, continuing
that Perelman "keeps falling out"
of them. Indeed, as Perelman
said himself, he doesn't prescribe to any style in an attempt
to "democratize the difference
between poetry and prose" by
fusing their somewhat contradicIn this way,
tory forms.
Perelman hopes to pull poetry
back from the gutter and reincorporate it into popular culture.

daatime
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Book Signiing

Madness
Visible:
A Memoir of War
A University of Maine
Graduate
Writer for the Times
of bomb" Vanity Fair
and others

Bangor Room
Tuesday, October 24th
at 7pm
Following the lecture
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Horoscopes
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By Miss Astra
Aries
March 21 to April 20
Are your pockets feeling a little
bit empty lately? Fill them up
faster than usual by starting a
rock collection.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Certain facts of life are bothering
you Taurus, so here are your
answers. Storks don't deliver
babies anymore; not after the
Great Stork Rebellion of '45, and
PMS is indeed a real reason for
women to get cranky.
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Cancer
June 22 to July 22
(You're a ghost for Halloween,
ghosts don't get horoscopes.)
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1 Gemini
May 21 to June 21
There's a time and a place for
everything. Now, if you could only
get a hold of that giant calendar
in the sky, you'd be all set.
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Leo
July 23 to August 22
You need to pay homage to the
era that spawned you by cranking up the Human League. The
only thing better than a mighty
Leo is a mighty Leo with a side
ponytail.
.Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
If you're stressed about the outdated nature of your wardrobe,
rest assured that fashion repeats
itself. Invent a cryogenic chamber to freeze yourself in for two
decades.
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Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
If roses are red and violets are
blue, then why do we make the
distinction of blue, indigo and violet in the rainbow? Libra, as the
scale of the zodiac, it is your duty
to serve justice where it is needed.
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
If you're feeling lousy about your
• physical appearance, just thank
the gods that you aren't a book.
Not only are they judged by their
cover, but they get checked out
all of the time.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Old habits die hard, don't they
Sagittarius? If opportunity
knocks, you should answer
because it's never been known to
break down the door while you're
asleep.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Brush up on your mountainclimbing skills this week. If you
want to have friends in high
places, it's the only way that
you're ever going to succeed.
Aquarius
• Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
Treat yourself to something
whimsical this week. The
Pegasus store's stock is low this
week, so venture over to the not
• nearly as popular dragon store.
Remember to bring a firefighter.
Pisces
Feb. 19 March 20
It's the little things in life that matter, like quarks, microscopic ani▪ mals and cell phone ringtones. If
someone gives you money to
change your ringtone, even if it's
just $2, take it and follow their
instructions.
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Momentary Dementia - Hand Drawn

By - Steven Lindquist

Momentary Dementia - Cong rats

By - Steven Lindquist
Well,aren't we just the cutest
little nose,I mean baby,
ever!!! Koo-thi

Actually,I'm already

married and soon I'll
be a daddy!

Hey,it's my good
friend Rayrnon,how
ya been,bud?

Sudoku
The Rules:

8

4

6
3
2
4
94 1 8
7
9

Each row (horizontal
line) must have numbers 1-9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.

2
5

ET,

9,

Each 3x3 box must
have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit
can only appear once.

47
4
www.dailysudoku.com

Each column (vertical
line) must have numbers 1-9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.

There is only one correct answer!
easy

LAU
COMA
HYPER
TENSION

An eye doctor can
see things you can't.
One in three adults over 40 has a vision pmblern

— and many don't even know it. That's because
many vision problems have no warning signs.
An eye doctor can identify serious vision and
health conditions before you can. For the latest
information on vision health, visit checkyeariy.com.
A public service message from the Vision Council
ofAmerica and AARP.

Five or more sunburns double your risk
Jeveksping skin cancer.

Protect your skin.
www,aad,org•fi&‘.1.462:PERM

91.9 FM

Check Yearly
See Clearly.

AARP-
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Gridiron Greats
After each UMaine football game.
The Maine Campus hands out its
Saturday superlatives

Game Balls
Offense: Arel Gordon,
whose 118 yards rushing
led the Black bears to 21
. points in the first half.
Defense: Bruno
Dorismond, whose 1.5
sacks led an unstoppable UM front seven.

Biggest hit: Ryan
Callahan, all 160 pounds
of him, cracked back on
Hofstra's Luke Bonus to
spring Gordon for 18
yards and set up UM's
final touchdown.

It was over when:
Michael Brusko took a
direct snap on a fake
field goal into the end
zone to make it 21-0.

Telling Number:
-9, Hofstra's total rushing
yardage, the second
straight week UM's held
an opponent under 0.

Heads or Tails:
UM has won the coin
toss in all seven games
this year, and deferred to
swirling winds Saturday
• to help contain kicker
Rob Zarrilli, who had a
Morse Field record 52yarder in the game.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2006

BLITZ
From Page 20
left tackle five yards into the end
zone for the touchdown that made
it 21-0 UMaine.
"[Special teams] coach [Andy]
Rondeau, man, I don't know if
that guy ever sleeps," said
Cosgrove, adding that the fake
was specially designed for use
against the Pride. "He's always
creating fakes and diagramming
things, and this week I had the
pleasure of calling it."
Amazingly, the Black Hole
defense held its opponent to negative rushing yardage for the second straight week,as the Pride had
minus-9 net yards on the ground.
Villanova had an even more
ridiculous minus-39 last week.
"They're slipping; let's go
guys," Cosgrove joked in pointing
the stat out to captain Matt King.
"I guess we like to keep them
in the minus," King said. "The
scary thing about our defense is
we still haven't played to our
potential. When we do, we'll be
something to see."
UMaine's front seven harassed
quarterback
Anton
Hofstra
Clarkson so much in the early
going, with three sacks and a
number of hurries, that coach
Dave Cohen benched him and
brought in Dennis Davis.
"Clarkson's been a nightmare
for us; I was glad to see him out of
the game. I figured he had to be
hurt, but I guess they just made a
decision," Cosgrove said.
Davis led the Pride on a 10play, 58 yard scoring drive he
capped with a 7-yard TD pass to
Shaine Smith on his first possession under center. Hofstra, which
fell to 2-5 and 1-4 in A-10 action,
got a Morse Field record 52-yard
field goal from All-American Rob
Zarrilli to make it 21-10 at halftime as Davis led the Pride to
points on his first two drives.
But the Black Hole brought the
pressure in the second half and
Hofstra didn't get near UMaine's
red zone. Davis finished 9-of-19
for 80 yards, was sacked twice,
and his Pride only gained 106 total
yards in the game.
"I don't know about the backside, but for me, I don't care who

CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO

DEUCE IS LOOSE — Arel Gordon breaks into the open field during Saturday's 21-10 win.
it is back there, I just want to get
them," senior captain Mike
DeVito said of the QB change.
King and DeVito are tied for the
A-10 lead in sacks with 6.0 a
piece.

"That's a mouthyfootball team, and Iprobably shouldn't say that,
but when I'm getting
taunted on the sidelines
it's tough."
Jack Cosgrove
Head coach
UMaine football

"There's guys next to me, No.
9 [King] and No. 90 [DeVito],
they're as good as there is. I
wouldn't want to go against them,
especially if I didn't have a lot of
experience," said Cosgrove, referring to Hofstra's two freshman
offensive linemen.
The second half featured few

offensive positives for both teams,
as field position and defense were
in command. Black Bears punter
Kash Kiefer pinned the Pride deep
several times, allowing the
defense to stay in control. •
"They totally out-coached us
on special teams," said Cohen.
"Field position has been as big
a friend as we've had this year in
regards to controlling games,"
Cosgrove said.
In a contest that featured a multitude of off-setting personal foul
calls and was as chippy as any
game UMaine's played this year,
the Black Bears were able to keep
their composure for the most part.
But Anthony Cotrone lost his cool
and took a bad personal foul call
with UMaine sitting at the Hofstra
3-yard line ready to put the game
away in the third quarter.
"We should have finished them
off. That has to be fixed," said
Cosgrove.
Despite that killer penalty,
Cosgrove was fairly pleased with
his team's discipline.
"That's a mouthy football
team,and I probably shouldn't say
that, but when I'm getting taunted
on the sidelines it's tough. I had to

tell our team to shut their mouths
and play the game and for the
most part they did," he said.
"We knew coming in that that
was their reputation," Gordon
added."We saw on film that they
like to do some stuff after the
whistle, so we knew had to be
careful to not retaliate."
The 5-9, 179 pound speedster
was UMaine's horse on offense
once again. He gained 118 yards
rushing, and another 32 receiving
to raise his season total yardage to
824, bouncing back after his lowest output of the year last week.
The yards came mostly on cutbacks across the field, and courtesy of a couple of bruising hits
Gordon put on defenders nearly
twice his size.
"We predicted they'd overplay
the zone read, so I wanted to cut it
back to the backside and keep
them true to their rules," Gordon
explained.
The victory leaves UMaine
tied atop the A-10 North with No.
6 UMass, which topped Rhode
Island 41-16. The Rams are up
next for the Black Bears, as they
visit Kingston, R.I., next Saturday
for a noon kickoff.

Hooping it up at UM's annual blue-white scrimmages
By Meghann Burnett
Staff Reporter
ORONO — Who said the
annual men's and women's basketball blue-white scrimmages
don't count for anything?
OK, who am I kidding, they
really don't.
It's a great opportunity to
scope out the newest additions
and see how they match up with
A the veterans.
But other than that?
I decided to put together a list
of superlatives — a kind of compilation of the most interesting
observations that kept me entertained Saturday evening.
So, here it is. The 2006 bluewhite best of the best:
Best Freshman Guard: Mark
Socoby vs. Abby Greene.
Despite sitting out his senior
'
season at Bangor High after having knee surgery, the 6-6 Socoby
from Houlton has one of the

most beautiful 3-point releases mouth never shuts and the panaround and showed that he can icked look makes you wonder if
take any of his teammates base- Leatherface has given up passing
line and score. While Greene, to Cook and is chasing her
from Eden Prairie, Minn., looks instead.
Winner: Younan. Lead
like she can muscle her way by
anyone in order to get the ball to actress in "Texas Chainsaw
her teammates, she's also not Massacre: The Epilogue?"
Best
afraid to launch an open shot to
Because -I'm -Already keep the defense honest.
Winner: Socoby. It's the left- Injured: 011i Ahvenniemi vs.
Ashley Underwood.
handed, three-point thing.
Ahvenniemi ranked 21st in
Best Facial Expressions:
Jordan Cook vs. Kris Younan
the nation in blocked shots per
and
season
last
Watching 210-pound Cook game
trying to post up against all 310 Underwood was 35 percent
pounds of Brian Andre is good from behind the three-point
enough. But add to that the arc.
Ahvenniemi.
Winner:
puffed out cheeks and eyes like
Leatherface is throwing him the Underwood could beat him off
ball instead of Kevin Reed, and the dribble or launch it from
you've got serious ticket-sale half-court, but I bet he would
potential.
just stand in front of the basket
I don't know which is better, and swat it away. How do you
watching Younan contort her say "goaltending" in Finnish
face, or watching people in the anyway?
crowd try to imitate it. The
Biggest Voice: Phillippe

Tchekane Bofia vs. Lindsey
Hugsted-Vaa.
When the sophomore forward
Bofia doesn't have the ball, he
can be heard from anywhere in
the Alfond calling for it.
Hugsted-Vaa's voice is still ringing through the rafters long after
she's finished singing the
National Anthem.
Winner: Hugsted-Vaa. She's
been singing at UMaine games
for four years, and the high C
still gives us goosebumps.
Best 1-2 Punch: Katie
Whittier and Bracey Barker.
If these two can stay healthy at
the same time, one or both could
easily lead the league in assists.
The versatility of this high-low
duo will make opposing defenses
have to work.
Winner: Whoever can rack up
the first triple-double.
Best Player You Never
Would Have Noticed: Chris
Bruff.

Arguably the most consistent,
Bruff is solid on defense, crashes
the boards and is fundamentally
sound. I mean, have you really
heard anyone say, "man, Chris
Bruff stinks." Nope. I'm looking
forward to the game he takes
over, tosses in 30 points and pulls
down 20 rebounds. Something
tells me it'll be in the playoffs.
Winner: Ted Woodward.
And last, but definitely not
least:
Bingham
Brawl: Brian
Andre vs. Kristen Baker.
Ever seen "The Jungle
Book?" It would be kind of like
Baloo the bear vs. Shere Khan
the tiger.
Winner: Baker. In a thirdround KO.
Both teams open regular season play on Nov. 11. The men
will travel to Cambridge, Mass.
to face Harvard and the women
will take on William and Mary at
Alfond Arena.

THE

AM
Three Stars
After every UMaine series, The
Maine Campus picks the three
players with the biggest impact

#1: Ben
Bishop, So,
goaltender

*

Big Ben held off UND
pressure both nights,
making 48 saves
over the weekend
and allowing just two
Fighting Sioux goals.

#2: Michel
Leveille,
Sr, center

*

The Black Bears' captain rose to the elite
level of UND's highly
touted "blue chippers"
and outshined them
all with three goals
and two assists.

#3: Teddy
Purcell, Fr,
forward

*

Purcell scored
UMaine's first goal in
both games,
Saturday's a jaw-dropping wrister through
the legs of two players
and the goalie.
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BROOM
From Page 20
Minnesota, two of the bigger
powers in the WCHA is awesome. We feel we can compete
with those top teams out west
and I feel we have proven that so
far."
The honor arrives at a time
when the Black Bear offense
looks comparable to any squad
in the nation. In just two games,
UMaine's forwards outplayed
the highly-touted North Dakota
first line of Ryan Duncan, Jon
Toews and T.J. Oshie. Anchored
by elite performances from captain Michel Leveille, who had
three goals, and freshman Teddy
Purcell, who scored twice,
UMaine rolled over the Fighting
Sioux, who also finished one
game shy of the National
Championship last year.
Along with Leveille and
Purcell, sophomore netminder
Ben Bishop elevated his game
exactly when he needed to.
While surrendering two goals,
Bishop collected 48 saves. The
series was Bishop's first chance
to take steps toward becoming
one of the game's elite goalies
and it looks like he is up to the
continually
challenge.
He
stonewalled several Fighting
Sioux rebound shots and provided a keener awareness on the ice
than the past two weekends.
"Leyeille was the best player
on the ice this past weekend
hands down," said Johnson. "He
has been a great captain so far
for us. He leads by example and
everyone on our team respects
him. Big Ben Bishop has been
flawless so far for us this year. I
think having a year under his
belt has helped him. He was the
biggest reason why we won on
Saturday night. He made some
huge saves in that 2nd period
when we were shorthanded."
Saturday, Bishop received
some early help from Purcell,

who recorded his fifth goal in as
many games, at 3:20 of the first
period. After breaking into the
North Dakota zone on a one-onone matchup, Purcell made a
beautiful move and rifled a wrist
shot stick side on goalie
Phillippe Lamoureux. With
Lamoreux failing to react quickly enough, Purcell notched the
goal through the five-hole.
"From the first captain practice, I knew Teddy was going to
be a great player for us right
away," Johnson said. "Out in
North Dakota he really showed
off his offensive talents. The
scary thing is it's only October
and he's looking like he's been
playing college hockey for
years."
However, the Black Bears'
early advantage was put in constant jeopardy at the start of the
second period. Twice in the
opening 10 minutes, UMaine
gave up 5-on-3's to the Fighting
Sioux . Bishop was up for the
task. Unwilling to let Lamoreux
win the netminding battle,
Bishop repeatedly made big save
after big save during the penalty
kill. The best chance came during the second 5-on-3 when T.J.
Oshie delivered a beauty of a
pass to Matt Watkins. The pass
all but gave Watkins a wideopen net, but the freshman forward managed to tweak the puck
off the post.
After weathering the North
Dakota onslaught, UMaine
doubled their advantage on
only the third shot of the second. At 8:39, Josh Soares got
the puck free in the corner and
sent a sharp centering pass to
Leveille. With only Lamoureux
to beat, Leveille one-timed the
puck into the back of the net.
The two goal advantage was all
that UMaine would need with
their defense playing at the top
of their game.
Just three minutes later,
Leveille tallied another when
the Fighting Sioux made a
defensive error in their own

in their home opener.
The assault an Lamoureux's
net began at 3:37 of the second
period when Purcell knotted it
up with a power play goal off a
one-timer. Leveille found
Purcell on the play after sending a laser past Lamoureux.
Barely four minutes later, Josh
Soares registered the squad's
second goal once again on the
power play. This time the mark
came on a perfect deflection
off Mike Lundin's point shot.
With the dam broken,
UMaine's forechecking led to a
Keith Johnson wrist shot that
caressed the mesh at 11:07.
The eventual game-winner saw
the tenacious senior snap one
"Big Ben Bishop has
from the bottom of the left cirbeenflawless sofar this cle.
Despite calling a timeout
year."
moments after the goal, North
Dakota failed to quell the wave
Keith Johnson of offense and witnessed
UMaine hockey another Black Bear tally 24
seconds later. On another quality pass to the center from
Soares, Leveille tapped the
Hakstol
would
keep puck in on a one-timer.
concluded
the
Lundin
Lamoureux out for most of the
final minutes, yet nothing came unprecedented period with a
to fruition for the Fighting wrist shot off an intercepted
pass with 1:17 left in the periSioux.
The Black Bears finished od.
the match outshot 34-28, but it
The scoring ended for
didn't matter. Leveille's quick UMaine
when
Brent
scores made the difference. For Shepheard, who had trade,)
Leveille, who was ignored by barbs with several Fighting
NHL scouts all summer, the Sioux players, chipped in a
goals served as his first 'I'm rebound with 38 seconds to go
in the contest.
back' moment of the year.
"Anytime you're ranked No.
Toews, who is one of the
leading forwards for the Sioux, 1 in the nation, you wear the
sat out Saturday after leaving bull's eye on your chest," said
Johnson. "I am sure UMass
Friday's game with an injury.
Only one day earlier. will be fired up to come up
UMaine got half their goal pro- here and play us. We need to
duction from the power play not worry about that ranking
units. Still, the special team because in October it really
was not the lead story coming doesn't matter."
The Black Bears will show
out of Grand Forks. Instead,
the Black Bears' play in the off their new ranking Saturday
second period stole the head- in their Hockey East opener
lines. Courtesy of five goals in against the Minutemen of
the second period, UMaine UMass-Amherst at Alfond
steamrolled North Dakota 6-2 Arena.

zone. Leveille jumped on the
free puck and delicately
flipped a backhanded shot over
Lamoureux at 11:27. The score
was Leveille's fourth of the
year.
Late in the third period,
North Dakota scored their lone
goal after Lamoureux came off
to give the Fighting Sioux a 6on-3 advantage. Brian Lee
made head coach Dave Hakstol
look a bit brighter when he sent
a wrist shot from the point by
Bishop's glove-side. The tally
came at 17:53.

"CAmpTs

CLASSIFIEDS
Rooms shared kitchen+bathroom. 5min UMO
busline. No pets. $299-$350 per mo. inc. util.
991-0784
$100 NOV. 7 CASINO-PET. 557-7384

Travel with STS to this year's top 10 Spring
Break destinations! Best deals guaranteed!
Highest rep commissions. Visit
www.ststravel.com or call 1-800-648-4849.
Great group discounts.

Advertise in The Maine Campus. Call
581-1273 between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
to place your classified advertisement.
www.mainecampus.com

Buy your Season Pass TODAY © MaineBound
before Oct. 24(Prices increase after)
Pictures will be
taken at
MaineBound
on Oct. 30th
3:30-7:00 pm
$375 ALL-EAST PASS
$229 SUN-FRI ALL EAST
$649 ULTIMATE 7 PASS
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Women's soccer ties
school wins record
The University of Maine
women's soccer team dropped the
University of Maryland at
Baltimore County yesterday, 3-0,
to finish the regular season 13-31 and 5-3 in America East action.
The 13 wins tie a school record
and cement UMaine as the third
seed in next weekend's conference championship tournament.
. The Black Bears meet Vermont,
who they defeated 1-0 on Senior
Day last week.
Yesterday's win saw goalkeeper Jasmine Phillips record her
10th shutout of the season, and
second in a row, to tie the school
record for clean sheets in a year.
Kim Stephanson scored her
first career goal, while Laura
Harper found the back of the net
twice to add to her league leading
goals per game total.
Women's hockey falls
The University of Maine
women's hockey team suffered
two more setbacks this weekend, falling to Hockey East
foes
and
Connecticut
Northeastern.
The slow start leaves the
Black Bears at 1-7-1 on the
year, and 0-4 in Hockey East.
Saturday, UMaine fell victim
to a potent UConn power play
that set an NCAA record with
six man-advantage goals as
they downed the Black Bears 83. Genevieve Turgeon started
the game in net, and Lundy Day
couldn't stop the bleeding

when she came on midway
through the first period.
UMaine trailed 4-0 early, but
got three straight goals from
Vanessa Vani, Robyn Law and
Brigitte Laflamme to draw within
one goal at 4-3.
But the Huskies added four
unanswered goals of their own to
put the game out of reach,
Yesterday, the Black Bears
offense played better but the
defense came up short again as
Northeastern earned a 6-5 victory.
UMaine squandered a 5-1 lead
before the Huskies took over.
Vani had a hat trick in the early
going. Laflammee and Sonia
Corriveau also added goals.
Day got the start between the
pipes and made 37 saves
despite yielding the six goals
and losing the lead. She falls to
0-2-0.
Volleyball drops two matches in New York
The Black Bears volleyball
squad fell 3-2 to conference leading Binghamton on Friday night.
UMaine won the first game of the
match but couldn't close it out as
they lost a tight tie-breaker in
game five. Shelly Seipp led the
way with 53 assists.
UMaine also lost it's non-conference finale, 3-1, to Long Island
over the weekend. The Black
bears dipped to 2-16 on the season and 2-4 in America East
action.
--Staff Reports
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in a solid game with 13 saves, but
did allow 2 goals. UMaine also had
a big advantage in penalty corners,
14 to 3.
UMaine's offense was extremely aggressive throughout the game,
and it resulted in 2 goals, one in
each half. Sophomore forward
Kim MacDonald scored the first
with a shot from the far post at the
22:29 mark. The assist was from
junior Erin Reusch. The Black
Bears went scoreless until senior
captain Gina Legge snatched an
insurance goal at 67:36 off a penalty corner. The other captain, senior
Katie Flaherty, and sophomore forward Nicole Emery both helped out
on the play, with Emery starting the
play as Flaherty set the ball. Legge
marked her third goal of the season.
Head coach Andrea Thebarge
was impressed with her team's performance, saying they just came
out and played hard and stuck to
their game plan. She said she is
CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON
"very excited" about the playoffs MAC ATTACK — Kim MacDonald, who scored a goal in the
but isn't looking too far ahead, with game, advances the ball yesterday against UMBC.
one final regular-season game left
see them come away with the tle sad about her last home game
before the postseason starts.
but was happy with how the game
Sunday was also Senior Day, win.
Thebarge said that losing the went. She's also very excited
adding to the excitement and
making the playoff-clinching win four seniors will be a big loss next about the playoffs and is hoping
even more meaningful. The season, especially down the mid- they can get a win in their final
conference game with Boston
team's four seniors were honored dle.
Legge thought the team played University. She's itching for the
before the game began: back
Joanna Fernandes, forward well overall but had a few lulls, chance to play Albany again in
Kristen
Costa,
midfielders and felt like everyone on the team the playoffs, after losing to them
Legge, and Flaherty. The seniors' knows they can do better. She earlier in the season.
The team's final regular season
final home game is always a thought the fact that this was the
somewhat sad time, but the seniors' last home game affected game is a conference match-up
whole team came out and played everybody and made the whole against By in Boston next
hard, and the fans were glad to team more excited. She felt a lit- Saturday.

Drive in today

heck it out!
We want your vehicle loans and were
paying cash for them! If you have an auto,
ATV, RV, motorcycle or snowmobile loan
at another financial institution,
drive it over to UCU.
Loan Amount
Cash Payout
$100
$5,000-10,000
$200
$10,001-20,000
$300
$20,00.1 & above
Become a True Blue Member and save
even more! All you need is auto pay on
your loan and direct deposit to your
checking account.
Call or stop in today for more details.

UCU
UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

Orono • Portland • Bangor
800-696-8628 • www.ucu.maine.edu
Contact UCU for more information on rates, terms, and eligibility requirements. In-house refinancing not eligible. Limited time offer.
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Is anybody out there? WINLESS
Exploring the reasons behind baseball's
declining postseason TV viewership

By Matt McGraw
For The Maine Campus
On Tuesday night I was listening to "The Little Show" on
WMEB when Matt Williams,
co-host of the show with Matt
Conyers, stated that the MLB
playoff television ratings were
low once again this year. This
information isn't completely
shocking, since I myself
haven't sat through one complete playoff game so far this
fall, I began to wonder if there
was some logical explanation
for why the Major League
Baseball playoffs have such a
hard time capturing an audience. There had to be a cause
for the decline, since the inseason attendance and TV ratings have been steadily
increasing over the past few
seasons.
After a quick browse over to
http://tv.zap2it.com, focusing
specifically on the TV ratings
from Oct. 2-8 and general
knowledge. I created three
hypotheses as to why MLB
playoff ratings are generally
low compared to other sporting
events. Under the sports listings of most popular shows,
the week's programs ranked
like this: NBC Sunday NFL,
Fox Sunday NFL Regional,
CBS NFL Single Game, followed by several of the
American and National League
Division Games, all of which
were shown on Fox.
My first thought as to why
Major League Baseball playoffs are less popular than other
sporting events is that their
carrier, Fox, is a less popular
station than NBC, CBS, or
ABC, who all carry NFL
games. When I checked the top
20 weekly TV ratings I noticed
that Fox didn't have one show
in the top 20, and the entire list
was made up of NBC, ABC, or
CBS shows. This shows that on
a weekly basis Fox does not
receive the same amount of
viewers as the big three.
Furthermore, all of the nonFox viewers are exposed to
more football promotions since
their networks carry football
games, which could explain
why more of them come back
on Sunday to watch football.
The second obvious explanation for baseball's reduced
ratings is actually a derivative
of the previous point — baseball
faces more competition for
viewers. During the week, tens
of millions of viewers are tuning in to ABC for "Grey's
Anatomy" and "Desperate
Housewives", or to CBS for

"CSI: Miami", and that leaves
fewer available viewers to
watch baseball games on Fox
during the week. On Sunday,
however, there are almost no
TV series — and that allows
the "Grey's Anatomy" fans to
watch sports.
During the day on Sunday,
NFL programming is readily
available to viewers and lacks
significant program competition, and that makes it possible
for NBC,CBS,or ABC to carry
it for their viewing market.
Ultimately, MLB playoffs face
viewing competition from
programming and
weekly
sporting events,
weekend
which certainly contributes to
decreased total viewing.
My final theory as to why
MLB playoffs receive low ratings is a two-part theory. First
is that the seven-game series
doesn't provide as much hype
as a single-game 'winner take
all' format to casual fans.
Second, once the league has
eliminated all but two teams,
regular fans won't want to
endure watching four or more
games between two teams they
do not like.
Let me use a local example.
Once the Red Sox are eliminated from playoff contention,
most New England baseball
fans turn their attention to the
New
England
Patriots.
However, if the Pats are eliminated from the NFL playoffs,
mostly all of the New England
football fans will still watch
the Super Bowl. Since the
Super Bowl is a one-game
showdown, it is much more
appealing to fans of the sport,
who have no more vested interest in the two competing teams
playing in the Super Bowl than
the World Series, which could
be seven games of two teams
you don't like.
The bottom line is that while
Major League Baseball playoff
TV ratings are down this year,
there are a few good reasons;
games take place at times
where they face serious competition from regularly scheduled
TV programming, football
games appeal to most viewers
because they are scheduled for
times when mostly everyone
can view them comfortably.
Since baseball games are often
late night, not everyone is able
to watch them.
Finally, major league baseball playoff structure certainly
does not appeal to fans from
out of market teams. To watch
five or six nights of baseball
featuring two teams you do not
like is tough for most fans,
whereas one night of do-or-die
baseball featuring two teams
you do not like is much more
tolerable to most fans.
Although MLB playoff ratings may be falling, there are
good reasons why, and they
certainly don't have anything
to do with the quality of the
product.

www.mainecampus.com

From Page 20
games at home this year we played
pretty well, and very hard and had
some close matches. It's a tough
way to end the year and we had
five or six starters out of the lineup
today," Evans said after the game.
UMaine started the game without five of their starting players on
Saturday, including key players
such as senior captain Cooper
Friend, whose absence from the
midfield was evident.
The Terriers'first goal came just
6:37 into the game. Sophomore Jin
Oh scored off a pass from freshman Samuel Appiah from five
yards out. Boston University's Neil
Hlavaty netted the second goal for
-BU 10 minutes later with an assist
from Dan Schultz.
BU dominated play in the first
half, outshooting UMaine 10-2.
The first half also saw several fouls
with seven called against UMaine
and six against Boston University,
and many other players on the
ground going without calls. BU's
Jarryd Goldberg became the target
for accusations of flopping yelled
from the sidelines as fans repeatedly chanted,"number 10, you suck!"
whenever he received the ball.
Goldberg responded by turning
and pointing at the scoreboard,
holding up his hands at the fans
signaling 2-0, the current score.
The game was a little reminiscent of the physical play of a 2006
Men's World Cup game with six
yellow cards being given out: four
to UMaine and two to the Terriers.
Spectators showed up in relatively high numbers to Saturday's
homecoming game. One group of
students wore shirts with each let-
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DOUBLE DRIBBLE — Freshman Philip Reed challenges
Moshe Shalcon during yesterday's season finale.
ter spelling out a nickname for one
of the players.
UMaine stepped up their play
in the second half, holding much
of the play in BU's defensive
half. The effort proved fruitless
as UMaine failed to get off many
shots, collecting five total for the
half and only two on goal, despite
possessing the ball for long periods with in Boston's 18-yard box.
In the second half, BU was
able to launch successful counterattacks and tallied seven shots
and three corner kicks. Boston's
third goal of the game came again
from Jin Oh who beat a defender

just inside the box to open up the
shot 59:02 into the game with an
assist from Jon Jonsson.
Neil Hlavaty scored Boston's
fourth goal, his second of the
game unassisted from four yards
in the 62nd minute of play. The
fifth goal came from 10 yards
out on the right side by Dan
Schultz and assisted by Jarryd
Goldberg.
UMaine goalkeeper Ben
Piotrowski made five saves.
Boston University used three
different keepers play in the
game, and together they tallied
four saves.

Football club earns home playoff
By Adam Clark
For The Maine Campus
ORONO — Coming into
Saturday night's game against the
Mass Fury, the
of
University
Maine tackle foot- MASS 0
ball club had yet UM
13
to win a game
1
against a team that
didn't have a losing record or was in
the west division. Things changed
Saturday night amid blustery conditions as the Black Bears used stellar
defense and timely offense to shut
out the Fury 13-0 and clinch the east
division championship.
After starting their inaugural season with two straight wins at home
against division opponents, the
Black Bears, now 4-3, hit a bump in
the road. Finishing their home stand
with a loss to the Northeast Knights,
the first place team in the west division, UMaine proceeded to lose two
more games on the road, to Central
Maine and to the Knights once
again. After picking up their first
road win of the season last weekend
at Exeter, they clinched a spot in the
playoffs. Building off last week's
win, the Black Bears accomplished
another first-time feat by defeating a
west division opponent, and clinch
ing their own division.
With offense at a minimum, the
game became a battle of field position and defense. In the first half,
there was only one real scoring
threat from the Fury, which was
halted by a UMaine interception by
junior safety Kevin Williams. With

defense in the first half led by weeks from now against either the
Williams and Dan Sprogis, the Central Maine Warriors or the
Black Bears limited the Fury, now Exeter Gamblers.
Improving their record to above
3-4, to just four first downs in the
first half. Not to be outdone, the .500 with the win over the Fury,
Fury defense limited the UMaine UMaine closes out the season on
offense to just three first downs, as the road this coming weekend
both the rushing attack and passing against the Southern Vermont
attack were shut down completely. Storm. The Storm, who have
At the end of the first half, the game already clinched a playoff spot,
was scoreless.
own a 5-2 record, second place in
"This was a very hard fought, the West division. UMaine holds
smash mouth game by both teams," the edge statistically, having
said running back and coach Eric scored 112 points compared to the
Whitman. "It was exactly what we Storm's 108 on the season. On
expected, a defensive battle."
defense, the Black Bears have held
The second half began just as the opponents to 58 points, good for
first half did: with a battle of field 2nd in the league. Southern
position. UMaine started gaining Vermont, who also has a stingy.,
the upper hand as the running attack defense, has given up a total of 69
led by fullback Matt Littlefield, points. While UMaine has a slight
quarterback Brett Davison and edge it is not overwhelming, and
Whitman started to wear down the the Storm should be rested up and
opposition and control the clock. In prepared after a bye this week as
the fourth quarter, the Black Bears UMaine rolls into town next
finally broke through as Brett Saturday night. Kickoff is slated
Davison ran one in from one yard for 7 p.m.
out and Gil Cyr added the extra
"As for the rest of the season,
point to give UMaine the 7-0 lead. we need to use this win to propel -4
With the lead in hand, the Fury us through the rest of the regular
threatened again with about five season," said junior wide receiver,
minutes left while near UMaine's punter and kicker Gil Cyr, who
35-yard line, and the defense came was instrumental in the field posiup big once again. A sack and a tion battle as he routinely punted
fumble resulted in a 65-yard fumble the ball over 40 yards.
return by Kevin Williams to seal the
"If we can get some momentum
deal for the Black Bears who went going through the end of the seaahead for good at 13-0.
son, we will be peaking just in
"Our running game is really time for playoffs. Going deep into
starting to get into a rhythm, and the playoffs and hopefully winning
we are on a roll offensively," said it all is a great way to earn some"
Whitman, whose Black Bears are respect and [fulfill our goals]," Cyr
now set to host a playoff game two said.
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Black Bears broom Sioux in convincing fashion
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
A little more than two years
ago, the University of North
Dakota shocked an entire legion
of University of Maine men's ice
hockey supporters by sweeping
the Black Bears at home to start
off the season. For the Fighting
Sioux, the victories placed them
amongst the best in the country
and laid the foundation for a season-long run that ended in the
National Championship game.
Over the weekend, UMaine
returned the favor.

The
Black
Bears,
u sing
thoro ugh
performances from just about everyone,
knocked off No. 3 North Dakota
6-2 Friday and 3-1 Saturday.
"For us to take both games
out there is unbelievable," forward Keith Johnson said.
En route to the dual wins,
UMaine delivered a declarative
statement to not just the WCHA
but to all of college hockey. The

3

1
weekend, which has officially
swung the national spotlight
UMaine's way, will likely catapult the team atop the National
Polls and into the No. 1 spot
sometime today. Only five
games into the season, the 5-0-0
Black
Bears have likely
achieved something that they
could only aspire to last season.

The
impressive
wins
came on
a weekend
where Boston College, the current No.1, was pulverized 7-1
on Friday by Notre Dame and
No. 2 Wisconsin tied MinnesotaDuluth 2-2 in overtime. Baring a
surprising vote, the Black Bears
will snatch the title of No. 1
team three years after they last
held the spot.
Johnson, who had Friday's

2

game winning goal, discussed
the chance to execute some
revenge on the Fighting Sioux
and the WCHA conference as
well.
"Yeah, that was actually
brought up a lot over the weekend," Johnson said regarding
North Dakota's sweep of Maine
in 2004. "The fact that they
came in to the Alfond two years
ago and swept us — it definitely
feels good to do the same to
them and for us to now have
beaten North Dakota and
See BROOM on Page 17

Homecoming Blitz: Fast start, defense lead UMaine
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
ORONO — For 372 days,the University
of Maine football team yearned to get its
hands on the Hofstra Pride, who humiliated
them 44-0 last year.
Homecoming pageantry
HOE 10
on top of that gave the NI(
21
19 Black Bears all thc UM
emotion they needed to
ride a fast start and suffocating defense to a
21-10 win Saturday on Morse Field at
Alfond Stadium.
"That was something we talked about all
week, and basically the fire just kept growing and growing up to the opening kickoff
and we got a lot of points early," said senior
tailback Arel Gordon, who went over 100
yards for the fifth time.
The Black Bears moved to 5-2, 4-0 in
the Atlantic 10, thanks to touchdowns on
their first three drives. Gordon opened the
scoring at 6:47 of the first with a 6-yard
jaunt, and senior quarterback Ron
Whitcomb followed with a 6-yard keeper of
his own on the first play of the second quarter.
UMaine squibbed a pooch kick and
recovered to get the ball back on the kickoff, and went for the Pride's jugular. A 20yard Gordon scamper set up first and goal,
and when the Black Bears failed to convert
coach Jack Cosgrove pulled a trick out of
his hat.
On a would-be field goal attempt, holder
Michael Brusko took a direct snap over the
See BLITZ on Page 16
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campus photo by laura giorgio
OFF TARGET— Hofstra's Clarence Claton (7) makes an errant dive at UMaine quarterback Ron Whitcomb, who
scored his team-leading fifth touchdown of the season in Saturday's 21-10 homecoming victory.

Men's soccer finishes year winless Legge, Giroux lead field
hockey in home finale

By Michaela Luke
For The Maine Campus
ORONO — The University of
Maine men's soccer team lost their
last game of the season on
• Saturday morning, falling 5-0 to
Boston
University, ending their season
'without a win,0-17-0. The win for
BU clinched them the fifth spot in
the America Fast conference standings and they will face Albany in
the America Fast quarterfinals next
week.
"Honestly, I was disappointed
• with the performance today. Most
See WINLESS on Page 19

By Tyler Francke
For The Maine Campus
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— Kenny Caceros' shot was off the mark
as UMaine lost 5-0 and ended the year 0-17-0.
LAST CHANCE

ORONO — The weather was
perfect once again for field hockey
yesterday as the University of
Maine
Black
Bears faced the UMBC 0
Retrievers from
2
the University of UM
Maryland
Baltimore County for an America
East conference match-up with
playoff implications for both teams.
The Black Bears played hard and
came away with the win by a score
of 2-0. They improved their season
record to 7-9 with the win, and 3-1

in conference play, clinching a spot
in the postseason. The Retrievers
dropped to 1-13 on the season, and
0-4 in conference play, effectively
eliminating them from the postseason.
UMaine dominated the seemingly overmatched Retrievers most
of the game, controlling the ball
throughout both halves and rarely
having to rely on their defense to
make stops. UMaine had 23 shots
and 15 shots on goal compared to
only four shots, three on goal by
UMBC. UMBC goalie Ashley
Benitez deserves a mention,turning
See FINALE on Page 18

